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Photographic Reproduction of this Portrait of General and JUdge Phelps (including permission to
reproduce it here) is Courtesy of the Maryland State Archives, Special Collections (Baltimore City Circuit
Court Art Collection, MSA SC 5590-4-74)

HISTORY OF THE BATTLE OF THE
WILDERNESS
AND THE CIVIL WAR EXPERIENCES OF
COL.lGEN. CHARLES E. PHELPS, AND A
HISTORY OF THE MARYLAND 7th REGIMENT

Last year, under date of December 1, 2007, The Gra,ssland Foundation, Inc.,
reproduced and circulated the Memorial Address' Delivered by Col. Ephraim F. Anderson,
Antietam Cemetery, May 30, 1870 (including a Biography of the Colonel, an article about
the Bedford County, Saxton, Pennsylvania, Background of his Family, the Obituary and
Relationship of the late John Sumner Anderson, Jr., to the Colonel, an article about the
Marriottsville, Howard County, Maryland "Slave Owning" Cousins of the Colonel, and a
copy of the reported Maryland Court of Appeals decision of 1850 in the "Slave Case" of
Thomas Anderson (of Marriottsville) vs. Rebecca Garrett).
Since that date, the exact location and position of Colonel Anderson's grave site at
or underneath what was once the "front entrance" to the Anderson Presbyterian Church
or Chapel at Anderson (today part of Elkridge Post Office), Howard County, Maryland, has
been definitely and positively located, and plans are underwayforthe ultimate marking and
preservation of this grave site, hopefully at its present location.
Dr. C. Deirdre Phelps, of Massachusetts, a great grand daughter of Colonel
Anderson's commanding officer, General Charles E. Phelps (of Baltimore, Maryland) at
the Civil War Battles of the Wilderness and Spotsylvania Court House, Virginia, has very
kindly made available for reproduction in this booklet the following family memoir about
General Phelps:

A History of the Battle of the Wilderness and the Civil War Experience of
CoIJGen. Charles E. Phelps that was prepared and written in 1995 by the late Dr. Charles
Phelps Barnett, M. D. (57 pages in length, immediately followed by a copy of a sworn
Affidavit about his commanding officer that was prepared and signed, under date of August
1, 1867, by Captain Ephraim F. Anderson).
This document is differentfrom, and should not be confused with, General Phelps's
actual Civil War Diary, which survives as either MS 2455 and/or MS 1860 in the H. Furlong
Baldwin Library's Special Collections at the Maryland Historical Society in Baltimore,
Maryland. In turn, the General's Civil War Diary was the SUbject of an extensive article that
appeared in the March, 1999, issue of Civil War Times, pages 42 through 45, inclusive, by
Charles Earp, of Lutherville, Maryland, entitled: Diary North, Diary South, in recognition of

horse and borne from the field, with the loss of a leg. Many years after, in 1895, he received
a 'medal ofhonor~ from the War Department for conspicuous gallantry on this occasion.
"Colonel Denison, commanding the Maryland brigade, was about the same time shot from
his horse, and assisted to the rear with the loss of his right arm. He was breveted Brigadier
for this action, was again wounded later in the campaign~ and breveted Major-General.
tI

A Forlorn Hope.

"Upon the fall of these two ranking officers, the command ofthe division, or what there was
of it in sight (the two left brigades having been repulsed or mingled with the Maryland
brigade), was promptly assumed by the Colonel of the Seventh Maryland? The situation at
that moment, was very plainly that of a forlorn hope, calling for nothing but quick and
reckless work. What remained of the movement was no longer a column, but a bunched and
~agged line. At points where the enemy's fire was most concentrated, the drone of bullets
blended into a throbbing wail, like that of a sonorous telegraph wire pulsing in a strong wind,
punctuated by the pert zip of the closer shots. The din and racket were such that but few
could have heard the commands: 'Hold your fire! Dou-ble quick!~ What was plainly seen
in the front, was the sudden appearance of the new commander, pointing with sabre to the
breastworks, and trotting up towards them, until horse and rider came down. Following

closely, was Captain Anderson, ofthe Seventh, and when he fell, or possibly before he
fell, all was over.
2Who,

amazingly, was Colonel (breveted (promoted) Brigadier General, March, 1865) Charles Edward
Phelps (1833-1908), who, immediately prior to the War, had been a member of the City Council of Baltimore City
and was a Harvard educated attorney. From 1865 to 1869, first, as an "unconditional Unionist", and next, as a
"conservative", he represented his district as Congressman. Later he was commander of the Eighth Regiment and
was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor in 1898. He taught law at the University of Maryland School of
Law and was President of the Maryland Association of Union Veterans. A charter member of the Maryland State
Bar Association, in 1882 he was appointed an Associate Judge of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore, where he was
serving when he died. Archives of Maryland (Biographical Series) at:
http://archivel.mdarchives.state.md.us/megafilelmsalspeccoVsc3500/sc3520/0021
00/0021 ... While he had been
born in Vermont and, accordingly, was not part of the old Phelps family (related to various branches of "our"
Andersons) of Anne Arundel, Prince George's, and/or Howard Counties, Maryland, General Phelps's wife was the
former Martha (known as "Mattie") Woodward (daughter of the William Woodward (of the Woodward family of,
originally, Severn Cross Roads at Millersville and of Woodwards Inclosure near the top of Baltimore Hill at
Waterbury, Crownsville, Anne Arundel County,· Maryland, which is the "subject" of "last year's" booklet by
Patricia Reynolds'Hundley, The Woodward Family of Anne Arundel and Prince George's County, Maryland 17031850 A Revised Genealogy), the particular "William Woodward" whose business career in Baltimore City as a
pioneering American cotton merchant earned him the distinction of being regarded as the "founder" of the
businesses which later came to be collectively known as the "Woodward Baldwin" companies, cotton merchants,
factors, and manufacturers, located in both Baltimore and New York Cities, among other places, in the Nineteenth
and early Twentieth centuries. Martha ("Mattie") Woodward was related to Colonel Ephraim Foster Anderson
through their early Meek ancestors, and many of his Anderson cousins (including, but by no means limited to,
Corporal Christopher Columbus Chaney (see footnote 7)) were likewise related to her through either the same Meek
family connection and/or through the Woodwards. General Phelps's mother, Almira Hart Lincoln Phelps, had been
the director/principal of the Patapsco Female Institute at Ellicott City, Howard County, Maryland, during the early
Nineteenth century.

"The unordered retreat left these two officers lying within ten paces of the works,
Anderson having stopped three bullets while taking a step forward, just after an
unsuccessful attempt to extricate Phelps from the weight of his dying horse. Anderson
was well in the lead of everything when he fell, and for his conspicuous gallantry on this
occasion, and in the Wilderness, was subsequently breveted up to lieutenant-colonel.
He commanded one of the Washington County companies (Co. 1)."3

face emphasis furnished here. 7th Maryland Infantry, USA at:
http://209.85.l65.104/search?g=cache:y5CPYLt2uAIJ:www.2ndmdinfantrvus.orglusinf7.ht.
3Bo1d
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History of the Battle of the Wilderness,
and the Civil War experience of Col./Gen. Charles E. Phelps
By Dr. Charles Phelps Barnett,
grandson of Col.lGen.Phelps
[prepared in 1995]
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PRELUDE: THE WILDERNESS
"They both did fight, they both did beat,
They both did nm away.
They both quick march again to meet
The quite contrary way."
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On the night of Saturday, May 7, 1864 the Fifth Corps., Army of the Potomac, Major

ri~

.. ' General Gouvermeur K. Warren, Commanding, trudged south down the Brock Road toward ..

A·:,-,

Spottsylvania Court House.

,tJ'

.','

,

The Fifth Corps was headed by General Robinson's 2nd Division which. in turn, was led by

the Maryland Brigade, composed of the 1st, 4th, 7th and 8th Maryland Volunteer Infantry Regiments,
~mmanded by Colonel Andrew Dennison. Ahead of the inf~

was a screen of General M~rritt's

ry

'A:!
ri:~
.•..

Cavalry.
Riding in command of the 7th Maryland was Colonel Charles E. Phelps, a bachelor attorney
from Baltimore. He had observed his 31st birthday a week ago, his promotion to full Colonel was .
only three weeks old, although he had been with the regiment for two years.
Until.a week ago the regiment. along with the rest of the Army of the Potomac, had been in
winter quarters in the vicinity of Culpepper, Virginia. On the evening of May 3, 1864 orders were

1\.

received by the Army of the Potomac from General Meade's Headquarters to march at midnight.

ri

During the preceding few days every preparation had been made to put the army in readiness
;

for a move south. Transportation had been reduced, excess baggage sent to the rear and the men

.

completely clad, equipped and provisioned.
The Maryland Brigade assembled at 2 A.M. May 4th and was on the march south toward it's
.' rendezvous in the tangled,. trackless thickets designated as the Wilderness.
About noon, May 4th they reached the Rapidan at Germanna Ford where two pontoon bridges .
had been laid. The crossing was uncontested.
When the 7th Maryland marched south, it was accompanied by two of it's officers, under
arrest and awaiting trial by court martial. At the Rapidan Colonel Phelps returned to them their
swords saying "Gentlemen" t pointing hi the direction of advance, "your trial is there". One would'
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wish to know their performance and fate in the ensuing battle.

The 7th bivouacked that night in a field not far from "The Old Wilderness Tavern".

Colonel

Phelps made his headquarters under a spreading pine tree with adjutant Tyler, Captain Cochran of
Company A and Color Sergeant George Stockham. The Colonel chatted with Corporal Houck, who
was on guard.

He was among the first killed the next day. Adjutant Tyler would also die in the

Wilderness. Color Sergeant Stockham would fare no better.
In the forthcoming battle, Warren's corps held the Union left while Robinson's division and
it's Maryland Brigade were on the flank. The Brigade and it's 7th Maryland were engaged on May
5. 6, 7 in the desperate inconclusive struggle in the nearly impenetrable growth of the Wilderness
The Marylanders took appreciable casualties. Before the battle. the 7th showed 26 officers
and 530 men present for duty. The Field Report at 5 P.M. on May 5th reported 3 officers and 29
men wounded and 88 men missing. The majority of the missing were never heard from afterward
except for a few as prisoners. Since only those reported by company officers as killed or wounded
wer~ actually known to be so upon visual evidence. the figures given are well below the actual
numbers.
The Colonel's horse had been shot on the first day of battle. This horse had been difficult to
control despite liberal use of a switch. At one point he carried his rider some 50 yards to the rear
before the Colonel guided him into a thicket to halt him. Backing him out of this. he managed to get
the animal up to the line again and was within two paces of Color Corporal Brown when Brown was
killed instantly. The horse continued his rearing and plunging until. while walking on his hind legs.
he was shot just below the left eye. The horse lunged forward and his rider seized a small sapling to
swing himself out of the saddle. The sapling gave way and the rider fell on his back but rose
immediately.

The horse ran off taking with him the Colonel's blanket roll. water proof, rations,

supplies and canteen.
At the end of the first day's fighting, the roll called showed 278 men present, although many
of those separated from the command in the dense thickets would eventually return.
The morning of the second day the Colonel was indebted for his hot tin of coffee, "to my
good, brave and faithful friend Color Sergeant George Stockham".
Later that day The Colonel obtained a replacement mount. It was really a wagon or team
horse, rough-riding, unbridle-wise, and awkward. Nevertheless, the colonel would be grateful to the
animal for carrying him on the difficult night march to Spottsylvania and then into battle where, in
effect, he probably saved The Colonel's life at the cost of his own.

gloom of a deep cut road whose banks were densely shielded with large pines. The ground fires.
which had spread throughout the battlefield. had exhausted themselves, but here and there a whole
tree trunk was aglow. Occasionally the column would stumble over unburied bodies of horses or
men. In places the road became a narrow. rocky cliff; in other places, the bed of a dry stream.
At times the men were crowded up on those in front who were delayed by passage of an
obstacle. Then the files would open out and those behind must run fast and far to catch up, giving an
accordion effect to the column. Many a man must have thought he had lost his way, so long did he
double quick before overtaking the files ahead. Even the Colonel began to entertain such doubts until
reassured by seeing General Warren and his staff passing.
A little before daylight the Brigade encountered Cavalry Pickets as the column emerged from
the pine forest into the open country around Todd's Tavern. They halted briefly and, just as day was
breaking, went into column in a woods to the right of the road. By this time they had been on the
road 'for perhaps 7 hours and had covered about 8-10 miles. This indicates the difficulty of the road
conditions. At normal route march veteran troops should easily cover 15-18 miles.
Despite the difficulty of the march, there was relatively little straggling. While hurrying
along some men who had fallen behind, the Colonel heard one jaded, footsore private, staggering
along as fast as he could under his load, complain that if he had a horse to ride and a Colonel's pay,
he could hurry men along, too.
The troops had halted, stacked arms, and dropped upon the ground to rest. In four nights and
three days they had only such broken sleep as could be picked up in the intervals between fighting
and marching. The men were exhausted. However, they were soon aroused to learn that more
fighting was in store before breakfast or sleep.
Opposite the 7th. in column in a field on the left of the road, the Colonel saw a heavy body
of Union Cavalry which soon moved to the front. These were of Merritt's division of Sheridan's
Cavalry Corps who had been engaged with Stuart's command for the past two days. Now that
. infantry had arrived, the cavalry role was to drive out Stuart's troopers and introduce the following
column to the enemy.
In preparation for the imminent action. the Colonel filled his flask with extract of ginger
obtained from regimental Surgeon Robinson, and his canteen with tea prepared by his servant Ben.
He and his officers roused the men, moved them into the road once more in column and then by the
left flank, toward the field of baltle.

[mmediately. they heard the crack of carbines from the Cavalry. engaged only a shore
distance ahead. In a few minutes they crossed over ground evidently just now won from the enemy.
General Joe Hooker is reputed to have said "Whoever saw a dead cavalryman".

As the regiment

pressed forward, they passed a number of troopers dead and wounded most of them Union.
The Brigade then filed left into the woods and formed line of battle, the 7th on the left, the
8th next. Unlike the Wilderness, these woods consisted mainly of heavy timber and was relatively
free from undergrowth.

The line was fairly well maintained since the advance was slow. The

Federal Cavalry was now driving Stuart's troopers as the roar of carbines increased. They passed the
dead and dying of both sides as well as strewn and scattered equipment. Bullets whistled around the
advancing infantry striking the trees. The Colonel noticed the tendency of men and officers to prefer
the near side of large trees whenever possible.
As the approach march continued, the column was soon halted by a barricade. Several more
barricades were encountered and the call went out for the pioneers to cut through them with the ax.
These barricades gave the troops the mistaken impression that Lee's Army was in full retreat upon
Richmond. This misconception would soon be painfully corrected.
When Longstreet was wounded in the Wilderness fighting, the command of his Corps passed
to General Anderson. In the race of the annies to Spottsylvania Coun House, Anderson's Corps was
the advance of Lee's Army, just as Warren's Corps was for the Army of the Potomac. All the time
that Merritt's Cavalry was driving Stuart, Anderson's men were getting in position and erecting
defenses a short distance in front of the Union column.
The regiment emerged from a piece of woods, ascended a hill into open country where they
came under artillery fire. The advance skirmish line was pressing forward and already engaged, at
points, with the enemy's skirmishers.
The Brigade was beginning to sustain casualties from the artillery shelling, until a Union
battery unlimbered and within five minutes had silenced the opposing guns.
Advancing another half mile or so they came upon General Warren and his staff by the side
of the road. General Warren, from the saddle of his white horse, addressed the troops as they came
up. "Never mind cannon! Never mind bullets! Press on and clear this road", adding, "It's the only
way you'll get your rations".
This last was a practical and appealing suggestion. probably more appealing than the
preceding high flown exhortations. The genera! well understood that what the men then wanted was
nO[the Constitution and [he Union. but bread and meal. They had started the campaign at Culpepper

Court House with six days rations in their haversacks and were supposed to have one more day's left.
(n fact. it was unlikely that the majority had anything remaining.
After passing General Warren the Brigade came under dropping rifle fire. turned right under
cover of some heavy timber and formed close column by regiments. the 7th in the rear.
In front of the timber was an open plain and 500-600 yards opposite began another piece of
timber. along the edge of which, as the troops could plainly see. ran a substantial and well
constructed breastworks reenforced with earth. This was not a dismounted cavalry screen. as
headquarters thought. but was manned by the veteran infantry of Anderson's Corps supported by
artillery.
The men of the Maryland Brigade did not seem to comprehend that they were to make an
inunediate assault. They contemplated a few moments of rest with

an opportunity

for any food that

could be had. This pleasant illusion was abruptly dispelled by the command "Battalions forward!
Guid~ Center!"
Most of the officers quickly dismounted and sent their horses to the rear. This was the
practice of both armies whenever field fortifications were to be assailed. Experience has shown early
in the war that on such occasions the mounted officer's horse was sooner or later certain to be
disabled. Moreover, even if the animal survived the charge, it was regarded as sheer folly to ride an
average horse up to a parapet which only a picked, trained horse could jump, even in the best of
circumstances.
The Colonel was well aware of the hazard of attacking on horseback. He was also quite
aware of the military dicnun that troops in combat tended to fire a little too high. Hence, the
precautionary command to "aim low". Going in on horseback, the Colonel thought, caused one to
soar through this upper stranun of random bullets. The mounted officer also presented a conspicuous
and inviting target for the enemy's sharpshooters.

While there might be some inspirational effect

upon troop morale by the presence of mounted officers, this was more than offset by the almost
inevitable loss of officer command at the enemy breastworks when leadership would be most needed.
In the charge General Robinson, Division Commander, Colonel Dennison. Brigadier of the
Maryland Brigade. and Colonel Phelps were to go in mounted. The first lost a leg, the second an
arm and Colonel Phelps fared only slightly better.
Why the three went in on horseback and at whose orders is unknown. It seems unlikely that
General Robinson was responsible. Why would he risk his three senior ranks to no purpose?
Presumably the order came from V Corps headquarters.

III

No sooner did [he troops comprehend that an attack was to ensue than, as with one impulse,

••
•
•

they set up an incessant yell as if, the Colonel thought, the enemy works could be leveled like the

•

walls of Jericho. This was less a cheer than prolonged shouting which became a nuisance, preventing

•

commands from being heard. In an effort to quiet the troops, the Colonel rode the line, for what

•

would be the last time. He looked at every man's face and sought eye contact with each man. Color

I
I

Sergeant George Stockham gave a slight smile as the Colonel passed. This would be the last time he

Riding the line was, for the Colonel, but the work of a few moments. He then took his
tactical position immediately in rear of the regiment and waited for the command:

"March!" .

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
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••
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PART III
LAUREL fULL
"My wounds stink
And are corrupt"
28th Psalm

The regiment could see their objective, the Rebel breastworks, about 500 yards distant. For a
little more than half of this space there was a gentle descent into a dry ravine. On the further side of
the ravine the ground gradually ascended, with an easy slope, to the enemy breastworks.

The entire

field was open, covered only with a short growth of grass.
Neither Colonel Phelps, nor anyone else in the Union ranks knew that the slight rise of
ground, crowned by the Confederate breastworks, was Laurel Hill. 'It is doubtful if any of the
defenders were any better informed.
l

The Confederate sharpshooters opened fire as soon as the Union line broke cover. This
continued until the assault line approached near enough to draw the volleys of their entire line of
battle. At one point this fire was returned by a volley from the head of the advancing column. This,
the Colonel considered to be a blunder since very little damage was likely to be inflicted on the dug
in defenders.

The progress of the attack was retarded by the process of re·loading and those in the

rear, impatiently pressing forward, caused the ranks to become intermingled.
The 7th Maryland, which had started the assault in the rear had, somehow, worked its way
toward the head of the column. Thus, the regiment which was to have served as a support line had
shifted so that more than half of the Brigade was now behind the 7th. All pretense of alignment was
lost, men of different regiments were intermingled, and the confused column had been split from
front to rear into two unequal fragments, separated by a broad lane.
The regiment had crossed the ravine and ascended part way up the slope to within easy pistol
range, when Colonel Dennison was seen coming back, dismounted and bleeding. He gestured to
Colonel Phelps to take over command of the Brigade.
By now the noise of arms and shouts was deafening. No command could have been heard if
given. None was needed. Example was all that was necessary for it was now time to close in with a
general rush. A blast of rifle fire struck the Brigade at short pistol range and the broken ranks were
swept by canister from a battery on the left. General Robinson, the Division Commander, had
already been carried off [he field with a shattered leg.

gallantly bent forward into the metallic hail stann and supported by the men. The flag of the 8th

I
I
I
I

Maryland continued to advance and was also well supported. The Colonel believed, or hoped, that if

•

It was apparent to Colonel Phelps that they must either run through the firing or run from it.
The risk of the latter seemed greater than the former.
He still had hope, although a faint hope, of success. He could see the regimental colors, still

a way was shown over the breastworks, enough survivors could be found to effect a lodgement.

fl

Vigorously spurring his tired and stubborn mount through the open space between the
disoriented wings of the Brigade, the ground almost paved with fallen men, the Colonel rode to the
head of the

COIUnUl,

then along its' ragged front, pointing with drawn sabre to the breast works.

Bullets seemed to hive like bees around his ears when, suddenly, the horse dropped pinning his rider
under him.

,

For the colonel, this was probably a most fortunate catastrophe and probably saved his life.

Only a handful of men of the 83rd Permsylvania succeeded in getting over the breastworks, and these
were all bayoneted on the spot.
Almost at the instant he fell, Capt. Ephraim Anderson, of Co. I of the 7th, was at his side.
Seizing the bridle, Anderson attempted to relieve his colonel of the weight of the horse. At the
moment, the Colonel did not know that the assault had miscarried.

Declining the captain's assistance,

r

he ordered him "On!", pointing towards the breastworks. Anderson took a step or two in that
direction then, uttering a sharp exclamation and bringing his hands in front of him, he sank heavily to

r

the earth. In falling, he turned partly around facing the Colonel, with a facial expression that seemed

r

to mime "You see how it is." Three minie balls struck the captain almost simultaneously and the
Colonel believed the wounds would be fatal.
Following this last volley, there was a period of silence punctuated by a scattering of shots
and a chorus of groans. Colonel Phelps, behind his horse, lay within 10 paces of the Confederate
works, so close that he could distinctly hear what was said in an ordinary conversational tone. One
. voice, no doubt an officer, clearly ordered "Bring up that third battalion".

He raised his head for a

moment, but could see no one behind the breastworks. On looking to the rear, he saw the field
littered with blue clad bodies but, except for the faUen, none of the Brigade was in sight. From the
skirt of woods, marking their line of departure, a steady, dropping fire was directed toward the rebel
breastworks.
wounded.

The bullets whizzed and struck around him, but did no damage, except to some of the

Other than being stunned and bruised by the fall of his horse, he was. so far, unhurt. The
horse stopped a number of bullets and, in his death struggle, relieved The Colonel of his weight. As
soon as he felt himself free, he sprang to his feet and made for his own line at the best speed
possible, believing that he should make an effort to escape capture, rejoin his broken command and
reorganized them. Instantly, the rattle of musketry along the line of works re-opened, and again the
air was swarming with bullets. He continued to run over the bodies of dead and wounded until he
was brought down by what he first supposed to be two simultaneous shots, one in the breast and the
other in the left elbow. At the time, he credited the first shot as coming from his own men. Later,
when he had the leisure to do so, he concluded that the bullet holes in his clothing were the result of
a single shot from the enemy, but from a position on his right flank and very nearly, if not quite
abreast of him. The ball entered his overcoat just below the right breast, barely grazed the chest,

,

exited the overcoat just below the left breast and then struck the inner and frontal aspect of the left
elbow splintering the condyle, severing the ulnar nerve and passing out posteriorly.
The moment he was hit, he fell to the ground with a vivid flash of acute pain" as if a
thousand crazy bones had been struck as one". Stunned by the force of the blow and the pain, he was
momentarily unconscious. As soon as he recovered, his impulse was to try once more to chance an
escape. Bullets from both sides were still whistling and tearing the ground around him. He arose,
staggered a few steps, then fell again. He grasped his wounded arm with his other hand in an effort
to control the rather brisk bleeding. He arose again, slowly, facing the Confederate breastworks. He
found himself still in close range and covered by a long line of rifles. Voices called out, "Are you
wounded, sir?", "Do you surrender, sir?" "Hold on, don't shoot him," and then "Come in here".
There was no alternative but to obey. Still holding his bleeding arm, he was assisted over the
breastworks with marked consideration and politeness and, oddly, was welcomed with expressions of
sympathy and compliment. These front line soldiers treated him more like an unfortunate colleague
than an enemy.
He had on a rather showy and braided regulation overcoat and had seemed to be leading the
charge, or at least the latter stage of it. For these reasons, his captors thought he was a general and
so addressed him. "You were lucky, sir," said one. "We had orders to kill you."
"Yes, that is so," said another, "the Major told us to take care of that General."

"We came

mighty near it, anyhow," said another, pointing to the bullet holes in the breast of his overcoat.
The officer referred to was Major Costin on the staff of General Kirshaw's Division. He was
from Virginia's Eastern Shore and he and Colonel Phelps had known one another before the war.

Major Costin confirmed that the foregoing statements were correct and he had given specific orders to
aim at Colonel Phelps. The major did, not at the time, recognize The Colonel as an old
acquaintance.
This conversation was soon interrupted by a corporal's guard of two men, who marched up,
saying, "Stand back, gentlemen. We have orders to take you to the rear sir. You will find it safer
back there. "
The Colonel accompanied his escort through the woods and then to an open field. After
walking at a good pace for two to three hundred yards. he began to grow faint from loss of blood,
which still flowed freely. At the same time a heavy fire of rifles and artillery opened up from the
Union lines to the left. Shells began to howl and explode in the woods along which the group was
travelling and balls to sing about their ears. His escort quickened their pace and tried to hasten the

,

Colonel saying, "Hurry up, sir, it's getting hot here." A piece of shell, striking a rotten fence rail
nearby, all were covered with dust and splinters.
Instead of increasing his pace, The Colonel lagged further behind, fmally saying, "Gentlemen,
it's np use. I cannot walk. If you want me to go to the rear, you'll have to get a stretcher and carry
me." Saying this, he lay down in a fence comer, heaving taken care to select a spot where a slight
depression afforded a partial shelter from the storm of chance missiles.
His escorts left, looking for a litter, but were unsuccessful and shortly returned.

Finding it

impossible to move their prisoner, one of them took his own blanket and, with fence rails,
extemporized a shelter from the sun.
They left him. He lay there watching the effects of exploding shells in the woods in front and
the field behind, of bullets slamming into trees and fences behind which he was partially concealed.
He listened to the battle, hoping for sounds or signs of a Yankee success. A minie ball struck a fence
rail uncomfortably close to his head, leaving an oblong impression on his side of the fence. Since it
seemed to come from the rear. he could only assume that it had first struck a tree and rebounded.
Raising his head to look around he saw some Confederate stragglers running away from the direction
of Union fire. A stern voice rang out challenging them for cowardice.
The sound of battle surged nearer, and fire of both cannon and rifle became hotter from the
Union side. The closer the sound of battle, the brighter grew his hopes for deliverance.

Although

physically unable to proceed to the rear. he still felt sufficiently strong. if opportUnity presented, to
travel pretty fast in the opposite direction. at least for a short distance.

It was a terrible ordeal of suspense, of a/[ernate hope and fear, of cold-blooded solitary
exposure to shot and shell without the engrossing cares of command to divert attention from personal
danger and without the enthusiasm of numbers to maintain courage or the excitement of conflict to
steady the nerves. It required all the resolution he could muster from an exhausted, sinking body,
from which blood was still oozing, to prevent himself from expending what strength remained to
escape from what seemed a slaughter pen of his own choosing. In desperation, he resorted to the
Civil War version of "Foxhole Religion" seeking preservation, deliverance, fortitude, forgiveness of
sins and preparation for death.
.'

Suddenly, the woods in front was swarming with men in gray, seemingly in retreat. He

.

thanked God for what seemed to be a miraculous answer to his praying. If only the Union lines
would charge through the woods driving the enemy into the field, deliverance would be effected.

,

A mounted officer halted within a few yards of him. He was addressed as General

Humphrey, commanding a Mississippi Brigade. The opposing Federal troops were undoubtedly the
Pennsylvania Reserves. General Humphrey gave an order "Form a new line along the fence," and
added, to the officer to whom he communicated, "They are trying to turn our right, but we hold a
very strong position on our left. "
The "strong position" referred to was the identical line of works that the Maryland Brigade
had just ineffectively assaulted, and over which Colonel Phelps had been taken prisoner.
In obedience to the General's order, the Confederate retreat stopped at the same fence, behind
which The Colonel was lying. He found himself unceremoniously dragged by the heels out from
under his blanket shelter and back from the fence into the field. Along this fence, the enemy's line
was promptly reformed, the top rails were pulled down, and a breastwork hastily extemporized.
These troops were obviously veterans and they seemed to act automatically, without waiting for
orders.

From this new position commenced a desultory fire which, to The Colonel's chagrin, was but

feebly replied to. The union firing seemed to recede. The sound of battle appeared to move to the
right as if the Federals were still trying to turn that flank. The Confederate maneuver was simply a
"refusing" of their right wing to prevent it being turned, thus forming an angle with their line of
breastworks.

This formed a salient which, if vigorously assailed, could have turned the flank and,

perhaps, resulted in The Colonel's recapture.
Instead. he soon heard General Humphrey order an aide to advance the line and re-occupy the
same position it had previously held. The general emphasized his command, "Exacdy the same line,

r

tell you."

Before leaving. the general noticed the wounded Yankee officer and directed an aid to

••

I
obtain his name and rank and bring his sabre. The former, Colonel Phelps, readily communicated.

•

The latter was left upon the field of battle so the general had the empty satisfaction of recovering the

•

scabbard. He gave orders to have the Provost Guard ~ the Civil War equivalent of the military police

I
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I

~ carry the wounded officer to the rear.
The Colonel was left in the company of a soldier who wore upon his hat the badge of the
"Ambulance Corps.

It

Observing that the wounded Yankee was much distressed by the heat, the corps

man carefully and gently assisted him under the shelter of the blanket once more and gave him water

•

from this own canteen, then rolled a log up to his side as protection against bullets and shell splinters

•

which were again becoming active.

I
I
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The aid man day down near his patient; but shortly was called away to attend to wounded of
his own side, and The Colonel was left quite alone.
In a little while, when the firing had subsided, a group of Confederate stragglers descended

••

t

upon The Colonel. These creatures, in the parlance of the day, "went through" him. emptying his

II

pockets of everything, even a few pieces of hard tack and taking his flask and canteen. The looters

•

seemed equally disgusted by the contents of the canteen - tea which was planned for breakfast. and

•

the flask with extract of ginger carried as an emergency stimulant. They also took his pocket diary as
well as his wallet containing S80.00 in greenbacks.

But the battle was not over and he still clung to the hope of rescue. He especially

wished to avoid being carried further to the rear, and to prevent that he wanted to give the
impression, which appearances indicated. that his case was a desperate and hopeless one. As a
consequence of his fall from the horse and, later being dragged face down a number of yards to the
rear, he was bleeding from the nose, while the wounded arm continued to ooze. despite pressure from
the opposite hand. He was still lying face down so that, whenever one of his captors raised his head,
a glance was enough to convince anyone but a surgeon that this was a hopeless case. Therefore, he
submitted passively to search and plunder and, when questioned, had nothing to say.
A suspicion evidently arose among his tonnentors that the Yankee was "playing possum".
Water was offered which was repeatedly refused.
It was apparent from the profane talk among the looters that the seizure of overcoat and boots
was proposed by some. Others objected to robbing a "live " Yankee of boots and overcoat.
To convert a live man into a dead one was a natural way
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It is possible that The Colonel might have escaped these indignities had he fully given himself
up as a prisoner.
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get around this argument. The
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"1 was treated to something really sensational and melodramatic. With blood thirsty oaths and
threats introducing to my attention the personal and painful subject of "brains" and their contemplated
dispersion upon the surrounding scenery, the cold and cheerless muzzle of a rifled musket was rested
on the back of my head. Outraged, indignant and yet humiliated and crushed. the result was patiently
awaited with stubborn and provoking silence.
A thrill of horror ran through me as I heard the hammer click, and not only heard but felt felt with aU its iron weight - the cocking of the piece. It was horror rather than terror, and was not
betrayed by any outward manifestation. There is nothing in the slightest degree boastful in this
statement. The explanation is a simple one. Sheer desperation had at last brought on that state of
mind in which men, not at all remarkable for personal courage, wOI?en also, are everyday committing
suicide.

,

I was not certain then, and am not certain now, whether this brutal demonstration was

intended as an experiment - in other words, a bluff - or whether the ruffian meant business.
If the latter, this cold-blooded murder was really contemplated in order to get hold of a $25.00 pair of
desirable boots, as prices then stood, and a very desirable $90.00 overcoat, good as new, barring five
or six unimportant bullet holes. That was the motive. The reason for it was that among the
stragglers, or in company with them, were some men who were neither cowards nor brutes, since
they had interfered more than once to prevent attempts at stripping a live man. To convert a live man
into a dead one was the natural way to get over that difficulty.
Natural enough, but not so easy so long as one or two men in that crowd were watchful to
prevent the dastardly crime. Positive proof will be furnished that at least one of these men had a
conscience.
Suddenly the warning was heard, "Look out! Here comes the guard!" and with that the gun
barrel was knocked or kicked to one side. n
Upon the arrival of the mounted Provost Guard, he was lifted bodily from the ground and,
now that he realized he was a prisoner without any chance of rescue, had no difficulty in standing and
looking about. The crowd of stragglers had incr~ased and did not seem much awed by the presence
of the guard, which was under the command of a very young third lieutenant.
The sight of the bedraggled prisoner was greeted with derisive laughter and curses. Under
the cover of this motley assortment of stragglers and deserters, a rebel officer. wearing the bars of a
captain. deliberately picked from the colonel's pocket his gold watch which, because he had been
lying prone. had been missed by the previous looters. The Colonel remonstrated with the thief,

pointing out his helpless state - one arm disabled and me other occupied with trying to control the
bleeding.

His request for the captain's name met with evasion and contempt. He then appealed to

the lieutenant commanding the guard .. "You have been playing possum sir," responded this young
man, "and are not entitled to the courtesies of war".
White this discussion was going on, he was being lifted into a vacant saddle and, with a
soldier walking and holding him on either side, rode under guard to the Confederate rear.
A mounted officer approaching from that direction. one of the soldiers gave the Colonel a
friendly nudge and remarked, in an undertone, "Yonder comes the Provost Marshall Captain Brown.
You tell him about the watch and he will have it returned. "
Captain Brown, a soldierly looking figure addressed the us~al questions asked of a prisoner
except for the disposition of the Union forces in front, which by that time he doubtlessly knew quite
well,
After giving the requested information of name and rank, The Colonel continued, "Captain, I
have given my name and rank correctly to every qualified officer who has asked me. When the battle
broke out again I lay low under fire from my own side to take my chances, and you would do the
same. I saw a pack of cowards running away and heard them soundly cursed from your lines. These
same cowards came back and went through me. I did not consider them soldiers and did not
recognize them as men. I have no complaint against them, but for my refusal to take notice of such
trash. your young lieutenant here stood by and saw a gold watch, which I value as a keepsake, openly
picked from my pocket by a stray captain away from his company".
Then, looking around at the troopers crowding in to witness the scene, he continued so that
all could hear, "I say the pick pocket was a commissioned officer and a captain at that. the thing was
done openly, in the presence of the guard, and every man of them will testify to the fact".
What then ensued has all the earmarks of what, in a later war. would be known as a "chewing

Captain Brown openly denounced the transaction in language the colonel deemed too vigorous
for literal quotation and sternly reprimanded his subordinate in the presence of his men.
He threatened a thorough investigation of the matter and court-martial or arrest. The Colonel
doubted that a court-martial would result since he felt the maxim "imer arma silent leges" applies
("There is no time for law business while fighting is going on).
The soldier who had given The Colonel a friendly nudge and the suggestion to appeal to the
provost marshall was identified as trooper William C. Mouring of the Fifth Virginia Cavalry. The

vacant saddle imo which The Colonel was lifted was Mouring's own mount. After the war, Mouring
became a well known and respected commission merchant in Baltimore. He and his sometime
prisoner obviously met again after the war, and he repeated an incident which The Colonel had
completely forgotten. The Colonel, while on Mouring's horse, noted that sabre and carbine (as was
the custom) were still attached to the saddle. The wounded prisoner addressed his captor in a
somewhat avuncular tone, "Young man, it is not advisable to leave your anns in possession of a
prisoner".

The trooper, looking up at the dilapidated and helpless condition of the prisoner, could

only laugh. It became one of Mouring's stock anecdotes of the war.
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PRISONER OF WAR
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After about a half mile The Colonel was halted and dismounted at a small house that had been
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requisitioned into a field hospital. Lying on the grass were a large number of wounded, most of them

•

wearing the blue. He was immediately surrounded by a crowd of Union prisoners among whom were

4

Lt. Lightner, Sergeant Walton, and Private Lynch of the 7th as well as several men of the 1st and

•

8th. His wound was briefly inspected by Dr. Fairfax of Virginia and, shortly afterward, more

~

carefully examined and dressed by Dr. William H. Murray of Baltimore, a Princeton classmate and

f;

long time intimate. Dr. Murray and he hailed each other by their Christian names, as they had been

I

accustomed to do since boyhood. Dr. Murray removed several fragments of splintered bone from the
t
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wound and assured him he would not lose his arm. The Colonel spent some time watching Dr.
Murray operate upon the wounded of both sides. One. a private in the 1st Maryland, had a ball
embedded among the bones of his hand. He declined the offered chloroform and withstood the
procedure in silence and with scarcely a change in expression.
Later the doctor and his friend sat on the grass and talked of old times and the war. In the
midst of this. a sudden movement took place among those around them. southern soldiers and Union
prisoners flocking together and looking to the left, from which direction could be seen the approach
of a number of mounted officers. evidently of importance. The Colonel's physical state was such that
he did not feel inclined to rise, even to see Lee himself. But Dr. Murray said, "Charley. don't you
want to see our General?n More to satisfy his friend than himself, he rose and joined the crowd. He
immediately recognized the leader of the party as the immortal figure of General Robert E. Lee, on
whom time had made its mark since The Colonel had met him years before in Baltimore. The
Colonel was impressed by the reverential and affectionate manner in which he was welcomed by his
men. His dress and manners were unostentatious, in striking contrast to the dashing officer who rode
at his side whose full black beard. showy uniform, slouch hat decorated with a black plume identified
the great southern cavalry leader J.E.B. Stuart. Following him were Pendleton. Ewell, and other
unrecognized generals. The distinguished party halted for a moment and rode on. General Lee
gracefuIly acknowledging the cheers of his men by slightly. almost imperceptibly, lifting his hat,
.-

pinching it at the crown between thumb and forefinger. This movement, accompanied by a benignant
smile, was his only recognition of the applause which greeted his arrival and departUre.

After this. The Colonel was surrounded by soldiers on and off duty. guards, hospital
attendants, and stragglers intermingled with men slighdy wounded. He was asked. over and over
again what he thought cff "our general". Although barely able to keep his eyes open, he was obliged
to answer questions civilly. He was asked if he was surprised to find infantry in position, and did the
Yankees really think they could take Richmond. No remark was more frequently made than that the
Yankees were fighting them harder this time than ever before. Disparaging comments upon their own
cavalry were extremely fashionable. The subject of Confederate currency seemed to be their standing ;
jest. One man showed him a common felt hat which had cost him $150.
One soldier very politely claimed to have been the marksman who shot him. The Colonel
heard the same claim from several others. Unfortunately. none were identified by name. All agreed
that they were especially ordered to "pick him off" - presumably by Major Costin.
t

One young trooper in a Virginia cavalry regiment was a W. Gill, also from Baltimore. The

Colonel readily recognized him as a former member of his company in the ante-bellum Maryland
Guard. .young Gill kindly offered his former captain a much' needed canteen. This unfortunate
young man served throughout the war, only to be killed in one of the last engagements.
One of his fellow prisoners. a private in the 1st Maryland, seeing the colonel bareheaded
insisted on his taking the soldier's own cap.
M~or Costin visited The Colonel during the afternoon and made every effort to see' that he
was well cared for. It was through his good offices that The Colonel met Doctor Gilmor, Medi~
Director of McLaws' Division. who provided him with a wall tent for that night.
The field hospital area s~emed to be a general place of rendezvous for cavalry. By troops and
squadrons they were continually arriving and departing during the time period the colonel was there.
From one of these squadrons an officer approached and inquired if he was Colonel Phelps.
Upon receiving a confirmatory answer, this officer handed him his gold watch. The Colonel inquired
of him his name and where from. he replied "Captain Richards of the 6th Virginia Cavalry from
..' '. Clark's County".

Funherconversation

revealed that they had several mutual acquaintances. The

Colonel then said "Captain, this watch will be safer in your custody than mine. You see it has my'
name on the inside of the case. It is not likely that both of us will see this war out, but if that should
happen. are you willing to return it then?" Captain Richards agreed and took back the watch. The
Colonel gave him the key, which had somehow been spared from pillage.
Later in the afternoon he was taken still further to the left and rear to the vicinity of a large
house which stood near the main road leading to Beaver Dam Station and Richmond. This house was

to be occupied as a hospital for McLaws' Division. Here he was received by Dr. Gilmor with a
degree of courtdy and consideration far beyond anything he could have expected. perhaps greater
than he might have experienced in a field hospital of his own anny. with the single. but not
unimportant. exception that owing to the scarcity of commissary supplies, rations wer~ quite meager.
He inquired for Captain Anderson and found him lying on the ground with both arms and a
leg bandaged and splinted. Anderson complained of feeling cold; The Colonel requested a blanket for
him. which· was furnished at once, although a very thin and worn one. The Colonel still believed that
Anderson would not survive. But he did survive his three wounds and several months of captivity as
well. He was, after the war, breveted Major then Lt.-Col. for his actions in the Wilderness and at
Spottyslvania. He was elected a delegate from Washington County, Md. to the Maryland Legislature
in 1865 and later appointed to a lucrative office in the Baltimore Custom House.
The Colonel was infonned that a wall tent had been assigned for his accommodation, near
that of Dr. Gelmor. This would be his first night under shelter since the opening of the campaign.
. Shortly before dark a soldier came to his tent announcing that he had orders to escort him to
the guard house. He immediately went to Dr. Gilmor and asked what that meant. The doctor said
such an order had been given, founded on the apprehension that he might escape, but that he had only
to give his parole and be would be permitted to pass the night in the tent. The Colonel replied that he
could not give formal parole, but assured Dr. Gilmor that he was too much of a gentleman to take
advantage of Major Costin and the doctor. Dr. Gilmor replied that his was all he needed and he
would take the responsibility.
The guard, .however, remained; whether under orders or of his own volition was not clear.
He was most loquacious. He talked about his bome in Georgia, this horrible war, the hard marching
and fighting he had done, about his recent campaign in East Tennessee, until he literally talked the
colonel to sleep.
Dr. Gilmor had cautioned The Colonel about thieves, especially about a certain hospital
.. , attendant, who even offered to carry The Colonel's overcoat. Before going to sleep upon the grass
under the tent, he was extremely careful to arrange his overcoat and hat under him. No supper was
provided, but its place was supplied by a dram of Dr. Gilmor's apple brandy from the hospital stores.
The Colonel closed his eyes ending this eventful 8th of May, the first day in anticipation of a long
and dreary captivity.
After a deep and unbroken sl~p. he was awakened at daybreak by pain of his wound and an
intense thirst. Seeing a Negro water carrier outside his tent. he had him pour some water over the

bandages. He went back to sleep until awakened by a group of Confederate surgeons. Their visit
seemed prompted more by curiosity than by any professional motives. Dr. Gilmor armounced that
breakfast would soon be ready. Before it appeared, however, word came that the prisoners must at
once Offallin". Before"leaving he thanked Dr. Gilmor for his unexpected attention. The latter
apologized for his "guest" being obliged to march without breakfast, and the two parted in the most
friendly manner.
He found the prisoners assembled in columns of fours and heard the numbers called off to
Lieutenant Cunningham, the officer in command of the prisoner escort, as 308. The captured officers

.. were placed at the head of the column and at about 7 or 8 A.M.

they started the march south. There

was one other Colonel, Talley, of the 1st Pa Reserves, Lt. Col. Tay ?fthe 10th N.J. and about 15
captains and Lieutenants. Of the 7th Maryland there was Lt. Lightner of Co. F and Sgt. Walton of
Co. Q.; Captain Anderson and Private Lynch were left behind for transportation .. Among the walking

wounded was the 1st Md. man who had the ball extracted from his hand by Dr. Murray.
The escort was a detail of some 2S - 30 mounted Provost Guards. These men were from
different regiments and states, a majority Virginians. Lt. Cunningham, the officer in charge. was
from Beikely County, Va., and a perfect gentleman. He told The Colonel that their immediate
destination was Beaver Dam Station on the Virginian Central R.R.. a march of some 25 miles. from
. which place it was a 2 hour train ride to Richmond and, for the officers, Libby Prison.
Soon after starting, they were obliged to halt on the left side of the road to allow a brigade or
two of cavalry to pass, coming from the opposite direction. Dr. Murray was among them and the
two old friends exchanged greetings in passing.
After a mile or two en route the increasing heat of the sun and the pain of his wounds, despite
trying to keep them wet, caused The Colonel much distress. His condition aroused the sympathy of
one of his escorts who dismounted and placed his horse at his prisoner's disposal. After a few miles
he hinted that he was troubled with a weak ankle, so The Colonel walked again.
They crossed several streams by rickety bridges and passed through Mount Pleasant a most
attractive little village. The Colonel dragged himself along, weak from pain and hunger. After two
or three more miles one of the escorts, seeing that the prisoner was in obvious distress, and scarcely
able to go further, kindly offered his horse. At that moment Lt. Cunningham rode up saying that he
had made arrangements for his prisoner to ride in a wagon the rest of the way. Following him to
where a road came in from the right, they saw a train of black covered wagons. This was an empty
ordnance train returning to Beaver Dam Station to replenish their ammunition. The Colonel took a
~!-.
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place in the lead wagon. The driver of the wagon was a most talkative rebel. He assured The
Colonel that. if he ever got into a tight spot, he would certainly surrender if he could not run away.
The column that afternoon forded the North Anna. It was a difficult ford coming out 100
yards upstream of where they went in. The leading wagon, in which The Colonel rode crossed with
comparative ease, but as the river bottom became mired, those in the rear had more and more
trouble, until it became necessary to send back mules from the wagons that had already crossed, to
double team those behind. The mounted escort carried over some of the more feeble prisoners.
The wagons were delayed so long at the ford that the marching prisoners, with the main body
of the escort, passed on ahead.

.

Even before crossing North Anna, the movement of their escort indicated more than. usual
caution. The colUIrinhad left the main roads and was jolting over rough and unfrequented byways.
After lording that stream the apprehension of hostile pursuit among the escort became so apparent as
to attract the prisoners' attention. The column no longer followed 3ny road, but took to the fi~lds and ,
was guided from one plantation to another by elderly mounted, well dressed civilians. Frequent
inquiries were made of The Colonel as to "how he felt" and whether he wanted anything, and whether
he had much pain. Canteens of fresh water were placed at his disposal and offers of cornbread were
made and eagerly accepted. He overheard one of these civilian guides remark to Lieutenant
Cunningham that a rider had just come in saying that the "Yanks" were as "thick as hell" over there pointing to the right rear.
Toward sunset, they reached the main road again and, at this point, the whistle of a
locomotive not far ahead heralded their approach to Beaver Dam $tation. In a very few minutes they
could reach the station, the train was ready and waiting and, before night, they would be in Richmond
and prison.
On the right of the road was a piece of woods; on the left, an open field. The Colonel was
now to be a witness and participant in a truly spectacular event: a wartime rescue by the United
.. ' States Cavalry! The scene is reminiscent of an old Cowboy and Indian Western movie. The
Colonel's own words best portray the drama of the event.
"First came a Confederate scout on a full run from the rear. shouting at the top of his voice,
"Run boys! Here they come!" (Note: This was a sufficiently commonplace observation, but under
the circumstances it sounded heroic. like an extract from Shakespeare). Then came all the rear
guards flying past us at break neck s~.

Then followed a general scamper and "skedaddle". I

. could not help laughing at the alacrity with which my wagoneer illustrated his principles. At the first

alarm. he dropped from his mule as if he had been shot. crawled under the off mule and vanished in
the woods like a snake.
The other teamsters in the rear followed his example, with one exception. The driver of the
hindmost wagon whipped up his team and made an honest effort to escape caprure. The first friendly
voice I heard was the stem command from the rear, "Halt! Halt that wagon!" followed instantly by
the report of a carbine. The shot crippled one of the mules, the wagon ran into another and was
stopped, and the driver taken prisoner.
"The advance patrol of Union Cavalry then flew past us like a flash, swiftly followed at
supporting distance by the advance guard, each man with pistol or saber in hand and faces flushed
with excitement. "
"The delay in crossing the North Anna had placed the main body of prisoners some distance
ahead pf the train. A few of us with the wagons welcomed our deliverers, waving our hats and
cheering them on. "How did they treat you, boys?" was the only question asked as they dashed past.
"Alright", came the answer.
"The advance squadron was followed at proper intervals by the rest of Custer's Michigan
Brigade and while they were sweeping by at a full gallop, with sabers drawn. the loud and prolonged
cheering ahead told the story of the rescue of the main body of prisoners.

These shouts of joy were

echoed by the cavalry and traveled with electric speed toward the rear of the column. And still on
passed squadron after squadron, on came battery after battery of horse artillery, until checking of
speed to a trot, then to a walk and then to a gradual, intermittent halt denoting that the head of the
.column had reach~ its destination at Beaver Dam Station and was getting into position for a halt.
By this time the whole of the leading cavalry division, commanded by Gen. Merritt, had
come up and two other divisions were still in the rear. Our satisfaction was made complete upon
learning that this was no insignificant raid of a mere detachment but that our recapture, instead of
.being its primary objecr, was simply an incident in a grand expedition of the whole available cavalry
." corps of the Army of the Potomac, under General Sheridan in person. We were informed Ehatafter
leaving behind the worn out men and horses, and the necessary details and detachments, the actual
pr.esent strength of the Corps was about ten thousand sabers, with thirty six pieces of horse artillery.
"It was about sunset when we were overtaken by the advance guard. They had followed us,
they said. at a full gallop for four or five miles. In fifteen minutes more we would have been on the
train whose whistle we had heard just ahead of us.

It

.•From that time until after dark I was standing in the field on the side of the road where the
captured wagons were parked, leaning against the fence and witnessing the march of our splendid
cavalry, with emotions very different from those with which I had passed in review a column of
hostile cavalry that same morning".
It was soon learned that the parked black· covered wagon, near which The Colonel had been .
standing and marked "Ordinance 2nd Corps", were filled with muskets and bayonets. There was a
speedy issue of them, without the formality of registration and receipts, among the former prisoners.
However, a want of ammunition of the proper caliber prevented some of them from being really
useful. They were consequently afterwards abandoned, and those who chose to fight on their own
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hook found opportunities enough to arm themselves with the carbines- of cavalry caSualties. One of
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the carbines, a Spencer seven shot carried by Sgt. Walton of the 7th Md., The Colonel purchased
from him after the war.
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, He, in company with another fonner prisoner; Colonel Talley, made their way to Beav.er
Dam Station. Although it was, by then, quite dark there was' no mistaking the direction, which was

~:

clearly indicated by the lurid glare and confused din of the work of destruction going on. The
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crackling, crashing and smashing of timber and the "blowing off" and bursting of locomotives, made
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the night hideous with uproar.
As the two former prisoners emerged from a skirt of woods, a vivid spectacle of ~valed
magnificence burst upon their astonished eyes.
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The dense column of the First Cavalry Division, mounted, were scattered in the open field
around the station, their glittering ranks illuminated by the vivid glare of a mammoth conflagration.
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Trains of cars, station houses, immense piles of bacon, com meal, forage, sugar, coffee, and hospital.
stores, estimated in quantity at a million and a half rations, or ten days supply for the Confederate
Army, were now undergoing destruction.
By this time, he was quite exhausted with hunger, pain and fatigue. He hoped to get a few
,.. minutes of rest in a small house near the station but found the only room in it so crowded with
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soldiers that he retreated and lay down on a board near the pig pen. In a short time a trooper offered
his assistance in getting into the house where he found the soldiers feasting on the spoils of war
salvaged from the flames. There was com bread, ham and coffee in abundance and he enjoyed his
first real meal in over two days. One,of the 7th Maryland's newly liberated prisoners, Lieutenant
Lightner. brought a cavalry surgeon who re~ressed the wounded arm and also administered a
reviving dose of brandy from hospital stores. The doctor said that no ambulances had been brought
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along on the' raid and no transportation of any kind except for ammunition. The doctor further
assured him that he would eventually be placed in one of the captured ambulances as they intended to
remove the Confederate wounded and leave them at-Beaver Dam Station.
The Colonel then lay down and slept a while but was awakened to find a fire fight in progress
in the nearby woods. The rebel guards at the sWion, like the prisoner escort, fled at the appearance
oftbe Union Cavalry. Beinl subsequently reinforced they rallied in the woods, under cover of which
and aided by the illumination thrown upon the troopers by the conflagration, they opened a brisk and
annoying fire. A few squadrons were at once dismounted and thrown forward into the woods which
were soon cleared.
While this little sldnnish was in progress, the bullets occasio~y
cavalry began moving out to continue thefrmarch south.

whistling about them, the

PART V
CAVALRY RAID
"Our hearts so stout have won us fame
and now 'tis known from whence we came.
Where're we go they dread the name

Of Gary Owen and Glory."
The Colonel was not placed in one of the captured ambulances as promised. He was left to
shift for himself in an ordnance wagon, which was already crowded with occupants; able-bodied men
but tired from their long march. They were lying under and across one another and could not well
make room for a newcomer, even if they had been so inclined,whicl\ they decidedly were not. He
passed a thoroughly miserable night, occupied every moment in trying to protect his wounded ariD,
by then exceedingly sore and tender, from the jolting of the springless wagon and the constant
collision with the tumbling and uneasy occupants.
At daybreak on May 10th the column halted. A surgeon, visiting the wagon in search of
wounded, expressed concern and surprise at rmding him. in the overloaded ordnance wagon and at
once conducted him to an ambulance in which two unwounded, but weary officers had passed the
night at their ease. The surgeon dressed the wounded arm and The Colonel stretched out in the
ambulance.
~

luxuxy did not last long for he was soon obliged to relinquish his place to the more

severely wounded.

He had

ample opportunity to observe the march of the Cavalry Corps of the Army of the

Potomac between the rear of Lee's army and Richmond, and thence over the scenes of the Peninsula
Campaign to Malvern Hill and the James River, all accompanied by constant fighting.
This was no hit and run raid but rather a methodical and deliberate march, planned in
advance, and seeking rather than avoiding battle. It's object was to harass the enemy by destroying
." his supplies. as was done at Beaver Dam Station, by interrupting his communications as at Ashland
on the Fredericksburg-Richmond Railroad and at two points on the Virginia Central Railroad. one at
Beaver Dam and one on the Chickahominy and to threaten the defenses of Richmond as was done on
May 12. The recapture of the Union prisoners was an unplanned and unexpected bonus. The last
objective was to engage and cripple the enemy's cavalry. This was achieved at Yellow Tavern when
Stuart was fatally wounded and his co~d

defeated. Finally. the cavalry column was to establish

communidations with the Federal army on the James River and then place the cavalry in a position
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where it~ould cooperate in the future flank marches of the Army of the Potomac in it·s successive
,

changes of base from the Rappahanock to the Pamunky and then the James River.
The line of march for May 10 was along a rich. heavily timbered and well cultivated country.
Under the direction of the medical staff. all ice houSes within reach were visited and their contents
brbught in for distribution among the wounded. The Colonel used his share of ice in alleviating the
pain of his wound and in preventing inflammation. His excess ice he distributed among the
Confederate prisoners who had been kind to him the previous day. Ordinance Sergeant Burson was
one of them.
The frequent woods through which they passed afforded abundant opportunity for ambushes .

."

The long cavalry column was guarded by strong flank patrols for it·s eptire length. The distance
patrolled by the flankers was from a quarter to a half mile from the main column. the distance
varyinS w~th the terrain. At crossroads a squadron. regiment or brigade. according to the supposed
importanee of the locality. would be detailed from the head of the column to hold and picket ~e
approaches until the main body was well past. then it would take up the march. acting as rear guard
until relieved. These maneuvers and dispositions caused frequent halts and delays when stragglers,
who had fallen behind, would press forward and try and rejoin their commands.
By this time the colonel was once more fortunate enough to be riding in a captured
ambulance. This seemed to interest the passing troopers. many of whom read aloud as they rode by,
the inscription upon the cover. "1st Virginia Cavalry. Wilkham's Brigade".
The guards of the rebel prisoners would take advantage of these halts to hurry forward their
charges and regain the ground lost by the ~ore rapid pace of the horsemen. During such times The
Colonel had opportunities to converse with some of the prisoners. Among them was one bright .
looking young officer in a fresh. new uniform of Confederate gray and well mounted on a handsome
brown horse. He was Captain Hooe. AAG to General Ruggles, captured on his way from Richmond
to join the army.
The sound of skirmishing was occasionally heard throughout the day. Sometimes the flankers
would be observed to halt and face towards a piece of woods along which they were skirting. Then.
they might be seen firing from the saddle, the horses prancing with excitement at each discharge. If
the enemy was developed in any force. a few squadrons would be thrown forward from the reserve.
dismount at a suitable distance and leave their horses under the slope of a hill or behind a piece of
timber. in care of every fourth trooper, The remaining three-fourths would deploy in line and charge
on foot through the woods until the enemy was either driven back or captured. Should the resistance
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encountered be obstinate, additional squadrons. regiments, or even a brigade if necessary would be
thrown in to relieve and reinforce the skirmishers. So it was that wherever the enemy struck - front.
flank or rear - they soon found themselves outnumbered and out-flanked and were forced to retreat to
avoid being cut off and Captured. When the advance patrol reported barricades thrown across the
road. artillery would be brought up to cover the charging squadrons whose duty it was to drive off
the defenders and allow the pioneers to cut away and remove these obstructions.
In attempting to ford one of the streams. the vehicle in which The Colonel was riding was
disabled and he was transferred to another ambulance. The other patient was a trooper who had
suffered a severe head wound from a saber cut. The skull had sustained a depressed fracture causing
.... pressure on the brain, so that he was in a profound coma much of th~ time. Suddenly, during the
night, the wounded man started up in a delirium, setting up a loud out cry in which he seemed to
mistake his fellow patient for the devil and tried to throw himself out of the ambulance. The Colonel,
despite his injured, useless ann attempted to hold him back, whereupon the trooper turned and
charged him with surprising fury and strength. The Colonel called for assistance from the attendant,
who was able to subdue the disoriented patient.

The next morning he was laid upon the grass and

held down by four men while the surgeons operated on his skull. Whether he survived this procedure
•

England origin seemed evident from his frequent ejaculations, "Oh, dear me Suz!"
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or not, The Colonel never knew because he once more changed ambulances. The victim's New
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SAITLE OF YELLOW TAVERN
Wednesday, May 11, 1864
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On Wednesday the cavalry column crossed the Richmond and Fredericksburg Railroad near
Ashland Station. Here, for a long distance, the track was tom up. the ties piled at proper intervals,
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rails placed upon them and so adjusted that they were only supported at the ends. When they were
heated they would bend under their own weight. The piles were then lighted and, by the time they
were consumed, the rails were twisted and useless except as scrap iron. A similar operation was

. ".

perfonned at a little station seven or eight miles from Richmond. the name of which was indicated
upon a sign board as "Glen Alan".
Shortly after passing this point, the advance guard encountered die enemy cavalry in force.
strongl}' posted at a crossroad and under the immediate command of General 1.B.B. Stuart. The
ensuing skirmish soon swelled into the volume of a general engagement.
The battle had not been long in progress before a party of hospital attendants directed that all
ambulances be cleared so that they might be dispatched for the recently wounded. Men were taken
out and laid upon the grass and many who were desperately wounded were afterwards left behind to
be cared for, and buried, by the enemy.
One of the first officers wounded was Lt. Holt of the 1st Mass Cavalry. shot by a pistol ball
in the arm. Soon prisoners began to be brought in until over one hundred were added to those

previously captured. Among these were several officers of the 6th Virginia Cavalry from whom the
Colonelleamed that. Captain Richards - the custodian of the gold watch - was severely wounded. He
also learned from these officers that General Stuart had been wounded. although it was not then
known how seriously. He would die in Richmond the following day. The fatal shot was fired by a
Michigan trooper, 10hn Huff. On May 28th Huff was killed in the battle of Haw's Shop, a few miles

While talking with the captured Confederate officers, shells from their own batteries were
exploding around them.
While the battle was going on The Colonel could only wander. alone. about the field.
listening to the crash of anus. watching the ambulances and stretcher bearers coming in with the
wounded and trying to avoid incoming artillery shells. A staff captain. riding by. asked if he had no
means of transportation and directed him to a Captain Hale, Acting Chief of Commissary to the
Corps. The Colonel located Capt. Hale near a wagon train parked in a hollow, in company with a
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Capt. McClellan and Mr. Davidson, correspondent for the N. Y. Herald. These gentlemen fonned a
social group. seated on the grass in the act of investigating the last of a bottle labelled "Cocktail". At
their invitation he assisted them in disposing of the contents. From this time until he was invited to
Sheridan's Headquarters, he was indebted to Capt. Hale and his friends for transPortation as well

as

rations. The latter, unfortunately, were scanty. The wagon containing their supplies had broken
down. But, as it is an ill wind that blows no good, this accident enabled Capt. Hale to place at The
Colonel's disposal the horse which had been harnessed to the wagon .
.Soon after joining Capt. Hale and· his group the incoming artillery fire increased and it
became expedient to remove the wagon park to a safer area. A thunder shower coming over them,
they took shelter under the lee side of a well kept farm house which was being used as a field
hospital. The surgeons with their sleeves rolled up were busy with their maniplilatiODS,dressing
woun.,

extracting balls and amputating limbs .. Here, The Colonel had his arm redressed.
The battle raged fiercely until dark when it terminated in the defeat of the enemy with severe

loss on both sides in killed and wounded and considerable loSs to the rebels in prisoners and artillery.
The Confederate Baltimore Battery, which he had seen on the morning he started the march to Beaver
Dam, lost all of their guns in the battle at Yellow Tavern.
The owner of the house where the group stopped was named Winston, a polite, kind-hearted
gentleman. He, his wife and two daughters did everything in their power for the accommodation of
the surgeons and the relief of the wounded ..
Before the arrival of any officers, the house had been visited by Union stragglers who bad
helped themselves to whatever provisions they could lay their hands on. Enough was left, however,
to enable Mrs. Winston to spread a very bountiful table for the medical men to which Capt. Hale and
The Colonel were invited. This was the first food he bad eaten all day. During the meal he ~d
mentioned to Capt. Hale that his pocketbook had been taken from him following his wounding and
capture. The captain loaned him twenty five dollars, which was eventually returned through Capt .
... Hosmer after the war. Because of his newly acquired cash, he was able to offer Mr. Winston·five
dollars for their kind attentions and help.
He lay down to sleep, but-at midnight was aroused with the unwelcome summons to mount
and march. The family urged JliIn to remain with them, arguing that he was in no condition to ride.
He replied that, painful as the journey promised to be, he preferred keeping up with the troops to
being again a prisoner. Mr. Winston remarked that the column seemed to be moving in the direction

of Richmond and that a terrible battle awaited in the morning, which might result in his being again
(TJ
(7;:1

captured anyhow.
The Colonel took leave of these kind hearted people, mounted Capt. Hale's wagon horse and
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followed him closely 'as, in the dark, he pushed biS way through the dense masses of cavalry,
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artillery, and wagon trains that blocked the road, until they reached Gen. Merritt's headquarters.
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Here, Captain Hale reported for the order of march of his train and, eventuaIly, took his place in the
column and drifted at a rapid rate toward Richmond.
The line of march was along the Brook Turnpike, a broad, well repaired highway, with hedge '.

n

rows on either side. They crossed the Chickahominy, or Brook Run as it was called at that point,

n

over a substantial arched brid~e. By starlight they could see from the condition of the road: and the

n

appearance of the country that they were approaching a large city. The consciousness that they' were

n

moving straight upon the Capitol of the Southern Confederacy overcame the sense of fatigue and

n

inspired everyone with an ardent and novel emotion. Even the horses seemed bent upon hurrying

n
n

forward as if they, too, participated in the general exaltation of spirits. There was but little

n

conversation.
At about three o'clock in the morning they arrived at a point where the command separated.

n

General Wilson's division, which had the lead, kept straight on. The division with which The

n

Colonel rode, General Merritt's, and the rear division, General Gregg's, filed left to a road leading to

n
n
n

n

a crossing of the Chickahominy at Meadow Bridge.
Soon after this divergence, the silence was abruptly shattered by several sharp reports, as of
field artillery, which followed each other in quick succession. ~e sounds came from the hea.d of .

n

Merritt's column. At the time these reports were taken to be signal firing from one of the enemy's

n

outer works announcing the approach of the union coluum. It was later learned that these were
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explosions of some Confederate "torpedoes" • precursors of today's land mines - which were planted
on the Meadow Bridge Road.
The progress of the command became cautious and gradual. The Colonel found that the horse

f'A

he was riding was so rough that he told Capt. Hale that the jolting of bis wounded ann had become

~

insupportable. The captain halted the wagon train, dismounted one of his orderlies and directed an
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exchange of horses. This furnished him with a small well-gaited grey horse whose motion, though

o

painful enough, was not absolutely intolerable.

BATrLE OF MEADOW BRIDGE
THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1864

Just before daylight a pattering of skinnish firing was heard from the direction of Wilson's
advance, followed immediately by heavy and sustained volleys of artillery and small arms. Through
the stupidity or treachery of a guide Wilson had marched right up to the inner line of the Richmond
fonifications and the leading brigade was staggered by a murderous fire of canister at close range.'
With this advantage on the part of the Confederates, commenced one of the hardest fought
battles of the expedition. Meadow Bridge, over which Sheridan designed to recross the
Chickahominy, had been disabled and partly destroyed by the enemy ,!ho were strongly posted in
entrenchments commanding the bridge with artillery. The bridge had to be repaired under fire and
the encmy driven from their works.
This task was performed by Custer's Brigade, who were the advance of Merritt's Division,
but not before several bloody repulses. At the same time Wilson's Division was heavily engaged with
a flank attack on the other side of the river while Gregg's Division was guarding the rear from a
rebel attack. It was, in fact, a field of battle without a rear in the usual sense. The "rear", if
anywhere, was in the center where the trains were parked and hospitals established.
The first light of dawn revealed a neat farm house at the foot of a narrow lane a few hundred
yards distant. The Colonel turned his horse down this lane hoping to at least find water. However,
the place had already been over-run by stragglers and not a chicken was left nor even a pan of milk in
the dairy. The house was shut and barred. Not a sign of life was visible, even the pump was locked.
A detail of the Provost Guard was on duty, protecting what remained of the property from further
pillage and preventing stragglers from loitering. He rode across the fields on the flank of the column
advancing along the road and he reached an avenue leading to a large old fashioned brick mansion,
comfortably surrounded by out buildings, and handsomely situated in a smooth and verdant lawn,
... well sheltered by walnut and oak trees. Here. he found Capt. Hale and his PartY. their horses grazing
in care of orderlies. Hale, McClellan, and Malone were asleep upon a grassy slope nearby. For a
place to take a nap in the very heart of the great battle then in progress, this appeared to promise
good security against anything save a random shell. Spreading his overcoat upon the grass he slept
soundly for a short while, notwithstanding the peals of artillery and volleys of small anns, until
awakened by a rain shower.

After a scant breakfast. which finished the last of Capt. Hale's supplies. he made his way
toward the house for shelter. the rain increasing to a heavy thunderstorm. Seeing a middle-age lady
standing in the hall. near the open front door. he sought her pennission to lie down on the floor. She,~
informed him that she was Mrs. Gooch. that there was no one in the house but herself and her aged
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mother and servants. She implored his protection against "your soldiers" who had robbed her
premises and were, at the moment. in the act of ransacking the back building. She added-that her .
mother, who was feeble in mind as well as body, was almost dead with fright.
The Colonel started through the hall and ordered out a crowd of stragglers who were roaming
."

. through the house.

telling them that they ought to be ashamed of themselves leaving their comrades

who were fighting at the front, while they straggled in the rear frightening helpless women. They

sullenly obeyed and slunk out one by one. But, as fast as these went out by one door, other
sera.glers entered by another.
The old lady, herself, finding someone appearing to take her part, became courageous and
hobbled towards him or her stick muttering something about .••
spoons ". "And the ~poons", she said,
"They took the spoons; there they go now, there go some of the men who took the spoons". I saw
them. They took the spoons".
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He felt obliged to inform the ladies that, although temporarily with the cavalry by force of
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circumstances, he had no command and, moreover, had not the physical ability to act as a private
sentry on guard over their premises. However, he would present their case to some officers with
authority. He then went in search of an officer of the Provost Guard but, not finding any, he
persuaded Capt. McClellan to assign two orderlies to guard the house.
When he returned, he found the house had been taken over by the surgeons with their
instruments and hospital stores unpacked and ready for use. While sitting with these doctors on the
front porch, he unwrapped his wounded ann and held it out in the rain, deriving much relief from the
persistent pain.
Their attention was attracted to a squad of prisoners approaching by the broad avenue leading
from the main road to the house. Each of them seemed to be carrying, in both hands and with great
care, a dark, round looking object and fixing their eyes upon it with the utmost caution and apparent
respect. Mrs. Gooch, who was seated just inside the door expressed the most eager curiosity to know
what those men were carrying. Finally, one of the doctors, laughing, said. "Those are rebel
torpedoes. madam".
"Where did they find them?"
'~
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"Buried in the road just in front of your house. Some of them exploded this morning and
killed several of our horses. You must have heard the reports. Gen. Merritt gave orders to have
them all dug up by the prisoners and carried to a place of safety" .
"And where are they going to put them?"
"In the cellar, I imagine".
"Not under my house!" , said Mrs. Gooch. "It is not possible that they are going to put such
things under my house, to blow us up".
"There is no occasion for alarm", replied the doctor, "they are perfectly harmless when left

"Do they DOtgo off by percussion?", inquired Mrs. Gooch.
"Yes", replied the doctor, "that is just the way in which two of them went off this mornmg ,
when 6trUck by the horses hooves. But nobody 'need try an experiment" .
Above the din of battle there burst out; at this moment, a loud peal just as the prisoners, with
the torpedoes in their hands, were turning the comer of the house to find the entrance into the cellar.
"Merciful Heavens", exclaimed Mrs. Gooch looking at her mother and then at the medical
men, "was not that thunder?"
One of the doctors said he had been wondering for sometime whether or not he had been
hearing thunder mixed with the cannonading. Others said it was not thunder causing the heavy
reports but the siege guns in the works around Richmond which were opening upon them with ten
inch shells.
During the course of this conversation men" more or less slightly wounded, had .been co~
in and receiving surgical treatment.
Mrs. Gooch inquired whether the torpedoes might not attract lightning and whether, if struck,
they would not explode. One of the surgeons assured her there could be no danger of that as the,
house appeared well protected by lightning rods. To which she answered that it had been a long time
." since they were put up and were out of repair. so she feared that instead of being a protection they
only increased the danger.
Just then a blinding flash of lightning was followed by the unmistakable crash of thunder close
overhead. So sudden and stanling was the effect that they all involuntarily rose to their feet and with
shrieks and fears Mrs. Gooch and her mother vanished into the interior of the house and were seen no
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The scenery of the battle was, by then, sublime and appalling. The heavy guns from the
fortifications of Richmond were bellowing hoarse and loud above the din of the Union light batteries,
the field pieces of the enemy and the incessant roar of carbines and rifles. The rain poured in
torrents and sheets, forked lightning flashed and deafening claps of thunder burst with terrific energy
from the dark clouds that lowered over the field of stonn and battle.
Surveying the field from the porch of the mansion, the interior of which was by then filled
with the wounded and slippery with blood. it was impossible to comprehend in which direction was
either front or rear. Looking to the right or to the left in the direction from which they had come.
the Union troops appeared hotly pressed and the lead horses were being moved to get them out of the
range of shell. The wagon ~

had already preceded this movement.~ These were followed by a

great crowd of stragglers. some mounted. others on foot, some from choice. others from necessity
havingt become separated from their commands or having lost their horses. This movement was
disorderly and random. giving The Colonel his first unfavorable impression since he had been with
the cavalry. This negative view was quickly reversed when lie saw the rear guard. in perfect order
and composure, falling slowly back covering the retreat, at intervals making a stand and punishing
severely those of the pursuing enemy who pressed too closely.
The house had been for some time exposed to shell. although not actually struck. On the
lawn in front of the house, and not fifty yards distant, a shell had fallen and burst. One of the
victims of this missile was laid on a table in the hall of the Gooch house, his right arm hanging from
his shoulder by a mere shred of skin and a huge hole in his side. The surgeons had him under
chlorofonn and were trimming away the mangled flesh to ascertain the extend of his injuries, bU~it
was obvious that death was not far. The floors were slippery with blood and covered with men
suffering from every variety of wound that could be inflicted by pistol. saber, carbine shot or shell.
One of the surgeons quietly suggested that. if The Colonel wished to escape capture he had
better mount and ride off as the house was about to be abandoned and the surgeon had been detailed
.'. to remain with the wounded. The Colonel took the hint. unhitched and mounted, and seeing the
wagon train halted some five hundred yards to the left of the house, rode in that direction. Near the
head of the train he re-joined Capt. Hale and Lieut. Malone both wrapped in their dripping
waterproofs.
It was apparent that the entire cavalry command had been in a very tight place. and indeed,
were still by no means out of it. The train was then being shelled, although without much effect
except for causing a change in position from time to time. The Colonel and Capt. McClellan rode
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along the road to Gen. Sheridan's Headquarters, on a hill on the banks of the Chickahominy near the
Railroad bridge and Meadow Bridge which had been destroyed. General Sheridan. appearing calm
and confident. was in the act of riding to a battery in position in one of the entrenchments or redoubts
erected by the enemy as part of their defense of Riclunond. Although the work was built by the
enemy, it was now made use of by one of the cavalry batteries. The enemy, on the other hand, were
at some points availing themselves of entrenchments dug in 1862 by McClellan.
The fire of this battery was directed toward a Confederate skirmish line advancing along the
edge of a skirt of woods well beyond the point that The Colonel had left but a short time before.
,"

.These skinnishers

were engaged with a line of Union Cavalry firing from the saddle. He saw several

of the troopers drop from the saddle and not a few horses fall beneath.their riders. The battery,
which had been shelling the woods 'in which the rebel skirmishers had been sheltered, now began
plyingtthem with cannister, the Union skinnishers having been withdrawn from range of artillery.
This fire was vigorously responded to by a Confederate battery in the rear of their skirmish line, .
causing round shot and shell to play around The Colonel and 'his group.
Pushing on to the river they watched the hasty reconstruction of the dilapidated bridge done
under fire. A long file of men, some on foot. some mounted. each carrying upon his shoulder a rail
or plank: or other piece of timber was advancing toward the river bank while another file was coming
back for more timber at the expense of fencing, bams, and houses in the vicinity.
The'Meadow Bridge was. in fact, a series of bridges or causeways over the Chickahominy
and the marshy meadow on its north bank. Swollen by rain, the river had overflowed this meadow.
The long bridge. hurriedly repaired under a galling fire from the enemy's sharpshooters, required the
constant attention of the men detailed to hold the loose planks in place when the attempt was made to
cross. NotWithstanding all the care that could be taken, this rickety culvert was little better than a
trap for mules and horses, many of whose carcasses - and some still alive - could be seen half sunk
by the side of the causeway.
The entrenchments occupied by the enemy sharpshooters were grass grown and weed covered
showing that they were the same works that had been thrown up by McClellan's army two years
before.
Everyone breathed more freely after they were all across this famous, but really insignificant
river. The battle was not over but continued until the last of the rear guard had crossed, But the
passage had been forced and secured. An orderly retreat out of the trap which had been laid for them

was accomplished. instead of their being compelled. as at one time seemed almost inevitable, to cut
their way out, every man for himself.
The number of Confederates engaged is difficult to estimate. For three days they had notice
'that their capitol was threatened by a fonnidable body' of cavalry and artillery.

In addition to home

guards and armed citizens, they had ample time to bring in such reinforcements as they deemed
necessary to meet the emergency. The frequent whistling of locomotives, which could be heard at
intervals during the fight denoted the arrival of troops. In addition to the reinforcements from
Beauregard it is certain that Lee's entire Cavalry Corps. under Wade Hampton. was engaged. The
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battle was fought inside the outer defenses of Richmond under the eye of Jefferson Davis in person.
Even the volleys of small arms could be heard within the city. Thus, the Confederates bad every
reason to react vigorously to the Yankee encroachment.
• The road, which the Union command followed after crossing the river, led for a short while
close beside the Virginia Central Railroad then'turned to the right crossing the track to
Mechanicsville.

Here, the column halted for a while to allow the rear to close up. The Colonel

obtained some com fodder for his horse but could not find anything for himself. He rode up to a
small house nearby where he again met up with Co!. Talley. The old man who lived there invited
him to lie down upon a·lounge in the parlor. He was told that from the top of a neighboring hill a
good view of Richmond could be had but he was too fatigued to make the effort.

BATTLE OF MECHANICSVILLE
THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1864

A straggling collection of old-fashioned houses, at a crossroads among which blacksmiths and
wheelwrights' shops were prominent, is known to history and fame by the appropriate and historical
name of "Mechanicsville". It was near this village that the right wing of McClellan's army was
attacked in July, 1862, and it's name has been given to the first in a series of battles known as "The
Seven Days". It was at this same crossroads that the Confederates made their last serious effort to
impede the progress of Sheridan's command toward the James River.
The fight commenced soon after noon with the usual dropping fire between the flankers of the
column and the enemy's skirmish line. At the same time the advance gUard encountered a barricade
acroSS!the road in front, which was flanked by a strong line of battle deployed

On either

side through

the woods. Here, again, the Rebels availed themselves of the old entrenchments of the Army of the
Potomac, and from them they had to be again dislodged.
Even before the battle commenced the wagon train, which had been parked in a field, had
filed out into the road and halted. Capt. Hale and Lt. Malone were in the saddle at the head 9f the
train and the colonel was on his horse by their side. As the skinnish firing broke out on the left
with, at first, irregular discharges they could plainly see about 400 yards distant the then deployed
line of flankers, facing toward the enemy in the woods, and firing from the saddle. Capt. Hale
impatiently explained, "Oh __.. ! They are fighting again" .
At this point in his narrative the colonel deviates, parenthetically, into an indirec~ and masked
explanation of which four letter word would complete the blank in Capt. Hale's exclamation. While
any modem reader and most of the colonel's contemporaries would have no difficulty filling in the
blank, the colonel indulges in an obscure reference to the objectionable word attributed to a French
general at Wa:terloo. The work has also been described by the French as "mot de Cambronne" •
.' . This refers to the expletive uttered by General Cambronne when he was informed of the defeat and
surrender of the French Army at the Battle of Sudan in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. For the
benefit of anyone who is unable or too refmed to complete Hale's explanation, the French five letter
equivalent is "merde". A long way around a word that is now an almost everyday part of our
language.
Reinforcements were immediately sent in to support the skirmishers.

Dismounting behind the

shelter of a timber-covered hill they deployed in line and advanced. Other troops were thrown in
F
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with a view to turning the enemy's flank. From their position in the road the wagon train could see
plainly enough the fight on their left. but not in front. But they could tell that they were slowly
driving the enemy from the frequent starts and halts.
In one of these hitches forward, they came to a halt in a deep cut which the road made
through a hill. The crest of the hill was covered with old rifle pits. While contemplating a hwnan
skull which was lying beside the road, some of the teamsters raised the cry that .the Rebels were
coming. Looking to the right they could see the dusty hats and shoulders of long-haired, swatthy
Confederates moving rapidly toward them through the thick undergrowth. A second glance,
however, assured them that these Rebels were unarmed and under guard. They were prisoners
captured from Lomax's Brigade.
Advancing over the top of the hill they soon saw a point where the road forked. The fighting
appeaqed, by the sound, to be on the left hand road which led to a landing on' the Pamunky River. At
this point General Merritt undertook a successful deception. The advancing column made every
disposition as if the intent were to take the left fork and the enemy concentrated on it. holding a very
strong position.
One brigade made a threatening demonstration to the left and one or two other units w~re
thrown out still further as if to menace the enemy's flank. The remainder of the command was
rapidly turned to the right upon the road leading to Cold Harbor and did so without opposition. The
colonel heard General Merritt give the order to Capt. Hale, whose train was at the head of the
column. to press on quickly on the right hand road. Shortly after they turned the comer, General
Sheridan and his staff rode past.
After this the Confederates made no further attempts to interrupt the march. The rain ceased
and the sky cleared. The road ran among meadows and com fields and forests and through a country
which afforded many opportunities for foraging. both for men and beast.
The Adjutant-General of the Cavalry Corps .• Col. Kingsbury, was a former acquaintance of
.. , The Colonel in the old First Corps. In riding toward the head of the column in search of his friend.
he fell in with a trooper who kindly gave him some fragments of hard tack dug out from the depths of
his pants pocket. This morsel. "unpleasantly warm" and seasoned with dirt and bits of tobacco, was a
welcome feast to the near starved Colonel. Coming up soon after with Col. Kingsbury. he was
delighted to be told that within a day or two a point would be reached from which he could continue
to Baltimore by water.

Soon after dark they haIted near Cold Harbor and encamped on the old battleground of
Game"s Mill. Searching for Capt. Hale. he found him in comfortable occupation of a house near a
cross road. He managed, for a while, to retain exclusive possession of his suite by claiming it as the
Headquarters of Gen. Merritt.
In response to their urgent and persistent inquiries. the civilian occupanis of the house .
informed them that there was nothing on the premises that could be eaten with the exception of a little
.meal at the bottom of a barrel and that was barely enough for one day's supply for the family.
Sparing these hapless people their meager remnant, the group resigned themselves to sleeping on the
floor without supper. They had. however, a good fire of pine knots in the fireplace and were
proceeding to make themselves as comfortable as possible, their party. having been increased by the
arrival of two correspondents from the N.Y. Herald, Davidson and Bulkey.
• They were suddenly out-ranked by the arrival of Gen. Merritt and his staff. This large influx
of officers rendered the room uncomfortably crowded and they retreated onto a covered porch where
they spread upon the floor such overcoats and blankets as they had and stretched out their hungry and
weary bodies for a night of uninterrupted repose. Before they could fall asleep, however, their
appetites were aroused and stimulated by the tantalizing odors and suggestive sounds of a savory
supper, from material doubtlessly drawn from the well provided spring wagon which The Colonel
observed, in some mysterious way, always managed to keep close to Headquarters even when
transportation is cut down by the merciless demands of a cavalry raid.

MARCH TO BOTIOM BRIDGE
FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1864

On this morning breakfast. upon which the day's march was to be made. consisted of some
coffee, procured by Capt. Hale, and an ear of com "captured" from one of the forage wagons ..
Having no time to parch the com, it was quickly realized that trying to chew it raw makes terider
teeth and gums so the experiment was soon abandoned.
The head of the column moved out at about seven o'clock crossing a small stream by a rough
corduroy bridge. Near the bridge was the celebrated "Gaines Mill", so prominent in the Peninsula
Campaign of 1862. The mill was idle and contained no grist, ground o~ unground. On it's first floor
was a machine shop in which were gathered old knapsacks, cartridge boxes and other relicS of the
vicious pattIe fought two years earlier.
Some stragglers had made an attempt to bum the mill and for a while it was in great danger.
Gen. Sheridan had occupied a house at the top of the hill immediately above the mill and he was now
actively engaged in trying to save it from destruction. A line of men was promptly formed passing
buckets from hand to hand using water from the nearby dam and the flames were soon extinguished.
The Colonel again met with his friend Col. Kingsbury and tried to learn from him whether
their objective was White House on the Pamunky which was within ten miles or some more distant
point on the James River. All possibilities and rumors indicated the latter as it was known there was
a large Union force at Bermuda Hundred threatening Petersburg or Richmond, so it seemed natural to
establish communications with that army.
On this day it became apparent that the hard work and scanty forage had taken a heavy toll on
the strength of the animals. Hundreds of exhausted horses, after their last step was extorted from
,

them, were abandoned and shot and their bridles and saddles destroyed to keep them from the enemy.
The mules aroused the observer's respect and sympathy. Many of these faithful drudges
.' . could be seen staggering along in harness, pulling with their little remaining strength until a halt was
ordered when many would lie down to rise no more. It was pathetic to see these poor animals, when
almost perishing with thirst, being urged rapidly across a·ford with water almost at their lips, but not
being allowed to drink.
A picturesque feature of this phase of the march was the immense hoard of "contrabands"
which accumulated in the column's wake. They were of both sexes, all ages and all possible shades
of color from yellow to black. Some carried bundles, some had nothing but the rags that covered
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them. some were well mounted, some rode sorry old jades, some drove ox carts, some buggies and
many were on foot. They did not know where they were going and did not care. They only knew
that they were going away from slavery and the prevailing sentiment among them was, as one of them
expressed. it, "God bless the damn Yankees".
One of Capt. Hale's orderlies returned from a foraging expedition with a huge platter of com
brea~, still warm from the oven, the fIrst food in several days.
The column crossed the York River Railroad at Dispatch Station, continued southward and,
about noon, halted near Bottom Bridge. The lead division was already occupied, as the wagon _~
came up, in killing beef. The shooting of the cattle and a number of ·used up" horses at first' gave , the impression that yet another battle was pending. There was a sense of relief when the wagon tr8in
ascertained the cause of the firing: Fighting, The Colonel felt, had lOst the relish of novelty and had
almost.come to be regarded as a bore.
The trains were parked in a field on the right of the road in rear of a little grove in which
Gen. Merritt had his headquarters. The wagons had been emptied of ammunition and were filled with
wounded. The surgeon in charge, whose name The Colonel could not recall, made every effort to
provide for the comfort of his patients with great efficiency. Out of the motley mass of stragglers and
contrabands, he had succeeded in organizing a corps of foragers, whom he kept diligently employed
along the line of march, bringing in whatever the countryside afforded in the way of provisions. He
then superintended in person the cooking and distribution of these supplies among the wounded.
A large fIre was built on the flank of the wagon parked upon which a dozen or more large
Camp

kettles were boiling. ~und

these numerous contrabands bustled, serving as cooks, and

outside of them a circle of hungry, expectant troopers surveyed the scene with intense interest. The
banquet which followed was Homeric in profuseness and variety. There were tin plates covered with
swine and poultry, sweet potatoes, and onions. These were dispatched with a vigor and relish that
would have done credit to the ancient Grecian heroes. There were no "golden goblets foaming o'er
... with wine" but there were a few drops of spiritus frumenti furnished from the Doctor's hospital flask
and a tin of hot coffee liberally sweetened with sugar. A comfonable pipe of tobacco concluded the
ft;ast with a sense of luxury not dreamed of by Homer and his heroes.
The air, which had been damp and raw all day now gave way to

a disagreeable and increasing

drizzle. Capt. Hale had a roaring fire of fence rails at his headquarters upon the site of an old
encampment of the enemy. Late in the afternoon The Colonel began feeling much worse than at
anytime since being wounded. He suffered excruciating pain in his ann extending to the region of the
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hean. He tried to persuade himself that this was due to the chilling rain or perhaps to overeating.
From the perspective of over a century later, it seems certain that his wound was, over a week after
the injury. heavily infected. His loss of blood at the time plus his malnourished state would have
rendered the wound even more susceptible to infection. The extension of the pain to the region of the
heart probably reflected a lymphangitis and axillary lymphadenitis. Assisted by an orderly he placed
some rails upon the ground, laying his own overcoat on these and covering himself with a borrowed
overcoat, he stretched out beside the rue.
Shortly before dark Mr. Davidson from the N.Y. Herald returned from a visit to headquarters

.. with an invitation

from Gen. Sheridan to travel in his spring wagon the next day. As Sheridan's

Headquarters were quite distant, it was arranged that he would wait until morning before g<?iDB
there.

In the meantime he and Davidson would spend the night at a house about a quarter of a mile away
occupied by Gen. WIlson and staff. He according mounted and rode there with Davidson. In an
upper room he spread his overcoat on the floor where, dried and comforted by a cheerful fire of pine
knots blazing in the fireplace, he was so far relieved of the tOrmenting pain of his wound as to enjoy
a refreshing night's sleep. The last thing he remembered was hearing Davidson gathering material for
his correspondence from Capt. Whitaker of Wilson's staff who was giving an animated desCription of
the stirring events of the previous days.

MALVERN mLL AND TIlE JAMES RIVER
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1864

In the moming, walking to Sheridan's Headquarters through the bivouac of Wilson's
Divisio~ he was struck by the hungry, hollow. jaded and squalid look of both men and horses. He
found Gen. Sheridan alone in one story out building which he bad made his office. He was received
most cordially by the general with many kind inquiries and offers of service, expressing regret that he
had not been informed earlier of his condition.
After breakfast he was approached by an officer whom he at once recognized as an old
acquaintance and, in ante-bellum days, a member of the company of the Maryland Guard which he
bad commanded. This young man was Capt. Potter, a quartermaster on the staff of one of the
cavall'Y divisions. He was a nephew of the Bishops of New York: and Pennsylvania.

From him The

Colonel learned that Hosmer, formerly a lieutenant in the Maryland Guard, was also present as a staff·
officer.
Before resuming the march he met at Headquarters most of the division and brigade
commanders, Merritt, Gregg, Davies and others. Later in the day he was introduced by Sheridan to
Generals Wilson and Custer.
Later in the morning, while Gen. Sheridan and his staff were preparing to mount, a handsome
spring wagon drawn by four stylish grays was driven up for his exclusive use. In this sumptuous
conveyance, compared to his previous means of travel, he rode luxuriously, soon recrossing the
~ckahominy

at Bottom Bridge and then traversing the famous White Oak Swamp. Here they again

passed the old lines of McClellan's Peninsula Campaign, the ditches and parapets being in many
places overgrown with vegetation. Occasional marks of shell and bullet upon the trees were yet
visible giving mute testimony to the battle. Old knapsacks, shreds of rotten blankets, battered and
rusty canteens and relics of haversacks still lined the road out of the swamp as far as Malvern Hill.
Malvern Hill was recognized at once because of its description. The meadows and plains at
its base as well as the slopes ~

"

swmnit were covered with luxurious verdure almost screening from

.~

sight the long lines of earth works that ran irregularly across the brows of the hills. Here it was that

.~

McClellan massed all of his anillery for the final struggle of the Seven Days fight. From the brows

M

of these hills, frowning with batteries, the Confederate columns of attack were pounded, their ranks
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crushed and blown back. The prominent points of this battleground were shown to The Colonel by a
.~

very intelligent cavalryman who had been one of McClellan's orderlies.
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As the head of the colunm appeared on Malvern Hill an unfortunate incident occurred. A
signal patty had been sent ahead to announce their approach to the fleet on the James River. The
fleet understood their signal with the exception of a single detached gunboat around a bend. This
vessei immediately opened fire on the column mistaking them for a hostile force. The shelling :was
quickly stopped but not before several men and horses were killed and more wounded.
Descending Malvern Hill and crossing Turkey Creek which winds around its base, the spring
wagon rolled easily over the green and fertile meadows until they reached Haxal!'s Landing

00 the,

James River. Sheridan made his Headquarters at Dr. Haxall's elegant mansion which was thus saved
"

.

from pillage. except such as was hastily committed by a few stragglers who had preceded the advance
of the column. The house was entirely deserted, the interior showing evidence of the haste and
confusion with which it had been abandoned. Not long after their arrival the occupants returned
havidg fled. they said, from apprehension that battle was impending and that their house might be

.shelled.
General Sheridan soon received a communication from Gen. Butler along with ample supplies
of forage and rations. A long table was spread upon the front porch for the staff and other officers.
At the invitation of Gen. Sheridan The Colonel dined with him in his private quarters. Sheridan cut
his food for him. inquired into the circumstances of his capture and entertained him, in turn. with
anecdotes and incidents of his own military life. After dinner. several division and brigade
commanders called. The drift of the ensuing conversation was toward what Grant had been doing
while the Calvary Corps was out of touch. and what progress Sherman had made toward Atlanta.
After having his ann dressed by·Dr. Gill, the Corps Medical Director. he lay down in the
company of Lt. Holt upon a feather bed in one of the lower apartments. Strangely. the unaccustomed
softness of his couch repelled sleep, instead of inviting it. Moreover, the pain in his stiffened wound
became so intolerable that about midnight he arose and groped his way out of the house in search of
water.

1U soon as the stiffened bandages

were saturated with cold water. the pain was soothed as if

.'. by magic.
Standing on the broad lawn of the Haxall mansion surrounded by the moonlit night, the
~olonel engaged in a retrospective, internalized. silent soliloquy.
-Realizing that the hardship and pain of this rough adventure was over. I looked around upon
the moonlit scene, the green turfy law~ checkered with the shadows of trees single and in groups. the
smooth and gentle slope to the river bank, the broad and bending river, the fleet of white.sailed
transports guarded by the black. grim looking gunboats like a flock of sheep protected by watch dogs;

the dark masses of foliage fringing the opposite bank. Then, looking back upon the proud and
elegant villa before which I stood, I could not but reven to those peaceful days when ( had met its
proprietor, Dr. Haxall and his interesting family, at the White Sulfur Springs and it occurred to me
how startled either of us would have been had only so much of the future been disclosed to us as to
reveal glimpses of myself standing, as the"hated and invading enemy, upon his beautiful grounds
surrounded by all this .pOmp and cim,unstance" of Civil War. "

VI
CAMPAIGN'S END
"There'll be a hearty welcome then, hurrah!, hurrah!"
SUNDAY, MAY 15, 1864

In the morning he went with Cot Kingsbury and Lieut. Holt ina dispatch boat to Bermuda
Hundred across and a few miles lower down the river. As they left the landing. The Colonel caught
a glimpse of Lt. Lightner and Sgt. Walton whom he bad missed for several days. They were on a

..

larger boat which was loaded with wounded and the rescued prisoners. At Bermuda Hundred they .
,

had their wounds dressed by the Port Surgeon. Here was lying the ~

fleet of transports on

one of which; the steamer "Thos. Power" they took passage for Fortress Monroe.

A large number of

Confederate prisoners were abroad among whom lie recognized Capt. Dickenson, Moon and others.
As The Colonel and his group were going below to the dining 'room, these officers were standing near

the gangway. In stopping to speak to them for a moment, it was apparent that they wished to dine
with the other passengers. The Colonel spoke to the Provost Marshall and obtained his consent.
They conversed freely together at the table, the war naturally being the prime topic.
Arriving at Old Point Comfort he and Lt. Holt took a state room together on the Baltimore
boat. Here, for the flI'Sttime since the night of May 2nd, he pulled off his boots, not without
considerable difficulty or without considerable misgivings as to his ability to get them on again in the
morning. But, as he and Lt. Holt had each one sound arm. they succeeded by mutual assistance in
performing the ordinary functions of a pair of arms.
On the morning of Monday, May 16, the boat landed them in Baltimore.

wr
AFfERMATH:

THE LENGTHENED SHADOW OF LAUREL lULL
"Of old unhappy far ofT things
and battles loog ago"

Following his return to Baltimore The Colonel was furloughed to r~coup from his wound.
,

,

Early in 1865 he was breveted Brigadier General and discharged for medical disability.
In the first pan of the summer of 1864 he received a letter from his friend, Confederate Dr.
Murray, asking him to visit his brother, Sterling Murray, who was a prisoner of war at Point
Lookout, Maryland and to report to the doctor on his brother's c~tances

and health. The

Colonel then received alesson in the Civil War era's equivalent of "political clout".
t

In response to his friend's letter, he visited the War Department to request a pass to Point

Lookout ,Prison. ' After a long wait he was fmally admitted to an Under Secr~

of War only to be

brusquely infonned that such a request was quite impossible .. A mere colonel had no influence.'
Not long after this he was nominated by the Union War party as a candidate for Congress
from Maryland. At the time, the nomination was considered tantamoUnt to election. Armed with
these credentials, he returned to the War Department, was prompdyadmitted

to Under Secretary

I

Dana and a pass to Point Lookout was readily granted. He went to Point Lookout, saw Murray,
interviewed the commanding officer and a day or two later Murray was exchanged.
In the fall of 1864, after he had been elected to Congress, he received a letter from Major now Colonel - Costin who was a pri~oner of war on Johnson's Island, asking The Colonel to aid in
effecting an exchange.
This was, at the time, no easy matter to accomplish. The Confederate authorities had refused
to recognize Negro troops as soldiers. In retaliation the Union ceased all exchanges and even issued
an order ,prohibiting special cases being made an exception.
After being rebuffed several times he fmally bad Major Costin's case made an exception upon
the special ground of meritorious services rendered to Union prisoners on the battlefield. The colonel
surely did not add that Costin had ordered his men to bring down that Yankee officer.
On his way south to the exchange point, Col. Costin stopped in Baltimore to visit, and thank.
his sometime target and prisoner. He was invited to dinner and The Colonel describes the presumed
,

'

horror of the ladies at the black humor exchanged between the two erstwhile adversaries. Costin

recounted his urging of his men to bring down The-Colonel; the latter chided Costin on the poor
marksmanship of his riflemen that allowed the Yankee to escape death.
The entertainment of a rebel prisoner by a Union officer was surely a first in wartime
Baltimore or in-The Colonel's more erudite phraseology "in flagrante bello".
The Colonel was elected to Congress in 1864 and again in 1866. He voted against the harsh
reconstruction measures proposed by his own party and supported President Johnson in his
impeachment trial.
Two years after the close of the war, while he was serving in Congress, he received an
express package from Colonel Richards, who was an agent for the National Express Company in
Winchester, VA. This contained the gold watch which he had entrusted to Richards' keeping at
Laurel Hill. It was none the worse for its two years service in the Confederacy.

He made Cot

Richarps "a-grateful and substantial acknowledgement".
He became disillusioned with politics and did not seek a third term, returning to the practice
of law in 1869. He served as Commissioner of Public Schools after leaving Congress but sought no
political offices thereafter.
In 1868 he married Martha Woodward, also of Baltimore. Her two brothers had avoided
military service by paying for substitutes to serve in their stead, a practice widely used. This,
predictably, earned Colonel Phelps lifelong contempt.
The marriage was fruitful enough - with six adult survivors - but, by family accounts, it was
not a congenial union. Their youngest daughter recalled no overt arguments but they seldom
ad~essed one another directly. At the dining room table they tended to relay questions and answers
via one of the children. His wife, in confonnity with the times, addressed him as "Mr. Phelps", at
least in public. The youngest daughter recalled one verbal contretemps in which her mother
concluded by saying, "You think I nag, don't you?" to which came the laconic reply, "You do nag".
Another family vignette that has survived is on the occasion of the publication of Judge
", Phelps' book, "Falstaff and Equity". The title of the book, published in 1901, was based upon an
obscure remark by the Shakespearean character Sir John Falstaff. " ...

An the Prince and Pains be

not two arrant cowards, there's no equity stirring".

I Henry IV Act ill Scene 2
The subject matter is a detailed study of the Elizabethan judicial system. The volume makes
heavy going for the layman, but appa.:ently it was well received by legal and Shakespearean scholars.

On its publication there was a gathering o( academia at the Phelps home. Numerous high
flown tributes were paid to the author. In the midst of the proceedings Mrs. Phelps flounced out of
the room saying, "I suppose he's a wonder and I'm a blunder."
Much of their marital difficulties steuuned, no doubt,

from their early

married years when

they lived on the top floor of his mother's large house on Eutaw Place in Baltimore. His mother,
Almira Hart Lincoln Phelps, was a formidable, very well educated woman. She owned and taught in
, a private girls' school". The Patapsco Female Institute" and had published a widely used botany text.
Her ..•

sister was Emma Willard, a well known proponent of female education and. founder of the

"Troy Seminary for Women". The Colonel's widow, in later years, would recount her frustrations as
a bride when The Colonel, on returning from his office, would stop ?n the first floor for a prolonged
conversation with his intellectual mother while she, the lonely wife, would lean over the third floor
.', ,'ti

balcQny waiting expectantly.
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About ten years after the close of the war The Colonel was visited by Vietor Smith, also a
Baltimore attorney. who showed him the 1864 diary that had 'been taken from him at Laurel Hill.

A

Victor Smith's father was Major General Martin Luther Smith, an 1843 West Point graduate. In

rl

1861 he. like many other West Pointers, joined the Confederate Army. He held an important post in '
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the Army of Northern Virginia as chief engineer. When'the diary was taken from The Colonel on
May 8th, it was given to Lee's Headquarters. It was then directed to General Smith's attention for
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evaluation of any relevant information in the Yankee Colonel's recording. The diary, through May 7,

f\

1864, is in Colonel Phelps handwriting. On May 8; and for the rest of the year, it is in General
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Smith's hand. His entry under Sunday, May 8th is as follows:
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"This book was taken from Col. Phelps at Spottyslvania C.H., he being wounded in
.~

morning's engagement with Gen. Stuart. Anderson's Corps arrived at C.H. just in time to check

A

A

infantry and cavalry advance of enemy on C.H. who were driVing back Stuart having greatly superior
force, with four Brigades, two divisions of infantry and two cavalry who were repulsed with loss. "
On the fly leaf of the book, in Col. Phelps' hand, is the motto he had inscribed"

q

"Despair is treason to mankind and blasphemy to God" .

'~
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The diary bore marks of having been well thumbed, especially in those places where military
.

movements are recorded.
In examining the diary, Gen. Smith's writing is far more legible than Colonel Phelps. It is
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also more informative. Col Phelps part was written at the level of a regimental commander who had
, i'f'
'.....00.,

no information of a high level. His is chiefly a log of weather, road conditions, and supplies. Gen.
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Smith was in a position to have a much broader vieW of the conflict. As Lee's chief engineer. it was
his duty. in every change of position of the Confederate Army. to reconnoiter and establish the new
lines.
The Colonel's portion does· contain at least one interesting bit. In die early spring of 1864 he
refers to the occasion of an inspection of the Army of the Potomac by General Grant, newly
appointed overall Union commander. The Colonel's entry of the event refers to Grant - not in the
usual teans "U.S. Grant" or "Unconditional Surrender Grant" - but as "UnSure Gram". Whether this
was awinicism from the ranks or The Colonel's own personal opinion is unknown. However, his
narrative makes it clear that he did not endorse Grant's headlong attack strategy of attrition without
regard for losses. Since The Colonel and his command were pawns in that game, he

may have been

a prejudiced witness.
Another diary entry refers to a camp meal as "prairie chicken". The army had a strietpolicy
against appropriating civilian property, including domestic animals, a rule honored more in the
breach.· "Prairie chicken" was a euphemism for stolen chickens, indicating that even the regimental
commander winked at army policy.
Major General Smith died in 1866. Presumably the diary was among his effects and so fell,
eventually, into the hands of his son, Victor. As a Baltimore attorney, he would surely have known
of or known, Colonel Phelps whose name was on the flyleaf of the booklet and also mentioned by
Gen. Smith in his May 8th entry. Col. Phelps and Vietor Smith agreed that the diary should be
deposited with the Maryland Historical Society where it still remains.
In 1877-78 The Colonel once more, briefly, buckled on his sword as commander of the 8th
Maryland, a guard unit, during the railroad strike riots.
In 1882 he was nominated for the Baltimore Supreme Bench by a bipartisan coalition for the
purpose of divorcing the judiciary from party politics and control. He was elected and then re-elected
in 1897. In 1903. when he reached the age of mandatory retirement, the State Legislature, by a
... special a~t. extended his term for life.
In 1884 he was appointed to the Chair of Equity, Jurisprudence. Pleading and Practice at the
University of Maryland, a position he held for 23 years.· In the middle 1880's he published a text of
"Juridical Equity".
In 1885 he returned to Laurel Hill and purchased 15-1/2 acres of land. which included the site
of his wounding. from George W. Pen).. He returned again in 1893 and announced his intention of
placing "astone marker on Laurel Hill as a memorial to his regiment and brigade.

I
I

I
.

I

(n 1898 he was awarded the Congresslonaf Medal of Honor by Secretary of War Alger for his •

iJ

role in the charge.
As the century wound down, The Colonel decided to send his youngest daughter to a girls'

("

boarding school. To this end he chose "The Virginia Female Instiwte" in Staunton, Virginia~ The
school had been originated and operated by I.E.B. Stuart's impoverished widow, Flora, who still

r
r

presided as head mistress.

r

In choosing this school The Colonel was motivated by having been present at Yellow Tavern

r

when Stuart received his fatal wound. No doubt, his brief glimpse of the great cavalrymen at Laurel

r

Hill was also a factor.

r

That he should have chose a school run by the widow of C\ former enemy is not surprising.
Like many Civil War veterans, he had nwnbers of good friends among those who had worn the gray.

M will be seen one such Confederate friendship, was, indirectly, instrumental in forging yet another
link in the long chair of events stemming from that violent day on Laurel Hill.
Some years after the war he was invited to speak: at Front Royal, Virginia in a service for the

r
r
r

r

southern dead. One might speculate that Co!. Richards, keeper of the gold watch, may have been

r

responsible for the invitation. In his address that day The Colonel said.

r

"Never were men more deserving of honor than the soldiers of the Confederate Army whose

r

four years of heroic devotion to the principles they believed to be right, stand unequaled in history" .

r

In The Colonel's library was a volume of a Civil War regimental history, on the flyleaf of
which-he wrote that it was given to him in 1883 when attending the funeral of Major Harry Gilmor, a

r

r

famous Confederate cavalryman and raider.
Like many of his Civil War contemporaries, his post war feelings about his fonner enemies
was not unlike that of two professional boxers after a close and hard fought contest.
So it is not surprising that he chose a southern school for his daughter.
At Mrs. Stuart's school, this daughter roomed with a southern girl whose father had been one

r

-'. of the V.M.I. cadets at the Battle of New Market. The two girls remained close life-long friends.
This youngest daughter would recall, in later years, that while a student at "The Virginia
-Female Instiwte" the girls were only allowed in town in heavily chaperoned groups lest they glance
at, or speak to, some of the cadets at the Staunton Military Academy. She also retained a vivid
memory of Mrs. Stuart's class lecture on Etiquette and Depostment. In particular, she remembered
Mrs. Stuart's telling the assembled students that "General Stuart never saw above my ankle".
Possibly Flora Stuart's memory had dimmed over the long, lonely years since Yellow Tavern or,
r
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more optimistically, perhaps she chose to bowdlerize the Gray Cavalier's flamboyant image in
deference to the genteel young ladies entrusted to her charge.
Laurel Hill continued to cast its' long shadow over the new century.
In Sept. 1903 The Colonel caused a one ton stone block to be placed on Laurel Hill,
presumably at the approximate area where he had fallen. Engraved on the four faces of the block
are:
South - NEAREST APPROACH ON THIS FRONT
rrHMD.INF.
East - 2ND DIY. 5TH CORPS
.".

USA
West - NEVER MIND CANNON I
NEVER MIND BULLETS!
PRESS ON AND CLEAR

nus

ROAD!

North - 8TH MAY 1864
FIRST ASSAULT ON
THE DEFENSES OF
SPOTTYSLVANIA
He deliberately did not put his name on the stone as he wanted it to be a memorial to all of
the troops who fought and died there. In later years, possibly the 1930's or 1940's, the land and
marker were incorporated into the Sponsylvania Battlefield by the National Park Service. The marker
is now designated as "The Maryland Monument".
In early October, 1903 General Bradley T. Johnson, C.S.A., a longtime friend and fellow
lawyer, died. A very large and well attended memorial service was held and Judge Phelps was the
principal speaker. The affair included many notables and generated widespread publicity and interest
chiefly, of course, via the press. Shortly after this The Colonel received a letter postmarked
." Baltimore, Md., Oct. 13, 1903. It contained $ 80.00 in greenbacks wrapped in a sheet of letter paper
on which was inscribed the single word, "Conscience".
This was the exact amount taken from The Colonel by the Confederate deserters on Laurel
Hill. He assumed that the sender was one of that group - possibly one of the voices that objected to
the murder of the wounded Yankee for his boots and overcoat. At that late stage of the war he could
have been a teenager, even 11 or 18 years old, who had taken up with older and less scrupulous
companions. There seems no reason to doubt that the sender was one of that group of looters. He

would have known The Colonel's name from his wailet. The widespread circulation of Gen.
Johnson's obsequies would have identified the principal speaker as Judge Charles E. Phelps.
Very probably this man returned to his hometown after the war and became a successful and
respected veteran and citizen of his community. His youthful transgression and unacceptable act -

.

robbing a wounded prisoner - must have rankled for forty years. His act of restitution proved him to
have a delicate, if tardy, conscience.
Thus it was that the watch, diary and money taken that day were returned. The theft of boots
and overcoat was forestalled by the timely arrival of the provost guard. Sword, scabbard, pistol, and
bat were the inevitable casualties of war.
The Colonel's health remained remarkably good until in 190~ he sustained a prolonge~f;and
severe siege of pneumonia. Recovery was slow and incomplete, despite convalescent visits to Atlantic
City tnd Jamaica, and he pursued a gradual downhill course. On May 1, 1908 - his 75th birthdayhe resigned his judiciary position. By December it was apparent that he was approaching the c;nd.
His daughter retained a visual picture of the family gathered around his bed in a death watch. One of
his sons began to weep and sob audibly. The old warrior rallied sufficiently to rasp out "John! Don't
blubber". He died Dec. 27th, 1908.
The memorial service, held early the following year, was large and attended by politicians,
lawyers and judges, veterans Blue and Gray and scholars from city and state. The many speakers
referred to his accomplishments as soldier, lawyer, congressman, jurist, teacher and lecturer at the
University of Maryland Law School, author and Shakespearean scholar. He had been president of the
American Society for the Advancement of Science and had delivered an ~

in 1872

0ll:

"Planetary Motion and Solar Heat", an unlikely contribution from one who projects a predomjnantly
literary image. In 1880 he addressed the Maryland Historical Society on the anniversary of the 150th
founding of Baltimore. In 1897 he delivered a Treatise on "The Provincialludiciary

of Maryland"

for the State Bar Association. Family legend has it that he had been offered the Gubernatorial
... nomination of Maryland "on a silver platter" which he refused.
Although he comes down to his descendants primarily as a scholar and classicist, he had a
deep and lasting faith in, and respect for. the Arms of America both North and South. The hard,
inconclusive fighting in the Wilderness, with its' enonnous casualties on both sides, wrung from him
a sense of pride that these were American fighting men, North and South. In his Maryland
Centennial oration he professed an endUring faith in American arms saying "In lofty devotion to
pnnciple. in spirit of resistance to supposed aggression, in courage to assert and vindicate cherished

rights. the testimony coming from the bloody fieldS of the Civil War was that the American people,
both North and South, are the same in every quality of rugged manhood with the men who clubbed
their muskets at Bunker Hill or charged with Marion and Sumter" .
But above all, he was a man of literature and study. One of his eulogists said, "Literature
was his passion. Language, to him, was an art and a science. He could be dramatic, witty
humorous. Tacitus was his model and from the Latin writer he derived a dislike of redundancy.
History and memoirs were especially attractive to him. Shakespeare was his study and delight
"Plutareh's Lives", "Boswelrs Johnson" and "Pepys Diary" were favorites in English, Montaign in
French. He read the literature of France in the original almost as CODStantlyas our own.
In closing the memorial service the speaker read some ve~e apparently composed by Judge
Phelps near the end of his life.
No task have we begun
But other hands may take
No work beneath the sun
For which we need to wake.
We lay us down to sleep
And leave to God the rest.
Whether to wake and weep
Or wake no more be best.
In 1912 the youngest daughter, while on her honeymoon, stopped briefly in New York at a
hotel that happened to be managed by the son of Color Sergeant Stockham who was killed in the
same charge in which Cot. Phelps was wounded. Sergeant Stockham was a brave and determined
man. Color bearers were, of course, very conspicuous targets. The Colonel was told by
eyewitnesses how Sgt. Stockham was hit in the arm early in the assault, fell without relinquishing the
colors and rose promptly to continue the advance. Not long after that he was shot through the throat
and died instantly. Three subsequent color bearers were also killed in the charge.
In 1952, in a meeting of the Baltimore Law Association, the story of Laurel Hill continued.
The Colonel's son, John Phelps, also an attorney, attended despite being in poor health. He,
reminisced on The Colonel's adventures referring to the recovery of the gold watch and diary.
Indeed, he brOUghtthe watch with him for inspection. He also said, mistakenly, that The Colonel's
boots and overcoat were appropriated by the rebel deserters.
The bizarre story of the colonel's diary was also reviewed. This meeting is well covered by
H. H. Walker Lewis in the Winter 1981 issue of the Maryland Historical Magazine under the very
intriguing title "Colonel Phelps Schizophrenic Diary".

This fascinating account repeats the incorreCt assenion that Col. Richards returned watch and
diary at the same time. It has already been noted that Col. Richards returned only the watch and that
by express and not in person. It has also been shown that the diary was returned by Gen. Smith's
son, Vietor. Boots and overcoat were not stolen, although the Confederate stragglers certainly
intended to do so. The Colonel's narrative clearly describes his care to safeguard his overcoatwliile
a prisoner. He was equally protective of it while with Sheridan's wagon train since Union
counterparts of Confederate stragglers were abundant. The boots, his narrative tells us, were not
removed until he was in his stateroom on the Baltimore boat.
It is quite obvious that John Phelps had never read his father's narrative nor listened to any of
,"

bis "war stories"; otherwise, he would have known that Co!. Ricbard,s returned only the gold watch,
by post and not in persop, and that the diary was returned by Gen. Smith's son. He woulq also have
been _ware that boots and overcoat were not appropriated by the rebel looters but returned to
Baltimore.
The reason for these discrepancies may well have been due to the clash of personalities. The
Colonel, by family accounts, was a stem disciplinarian with his sons and entertained high
expectations.

On the other hand, he was most indulgent and tolerant with his daughters, especially

the younger one.
His son, 10hn, was artistic and temperamental with a violent temper. He was musical and did
some sculpture. His dream as a young man, apparently, was to become a Shakespearean actor, in
which he had amateur experience. This, his father would not tolerate and forced him to become a .
,lawyer. He was an accomplished linguist and, in later years, delved deeply into etymology. His
mastery of language was such that, for many years, he served as French and Uruguayan consuls in
Baltimore. When lohn Phelps was nineteen, his father, in a disciplinary move, shipped him away to
Texas as a ranch-hand for a year.
Given this background, it is quite plausible that a headstrong, rebellious youth would "tune
," out" his father's reminiscences. Indeed, in some brief genealogical background notes left by him. he
misplaces his father's wounding to the Battle of the Crater instead of Laurel Hill.
In the middle nineteen fifties The Colonel's grandson, in a professional career move, lived for
several years in Fredericksburg, Va. not ten miles from Laurel Hill. One afternoon he took his
young family to visit the site of the battle and monument. The Colonel's three year old greatgranddaughter, somewhat unclear on the situation, wandered through the nearby woods calling out

"Grandfather, where are you?" Perhaps, for a moment, the grandson, too, felt The Colonel's
presence.
In 1968 this same great-granddaughter enrolled in Mrs. Stuart's school, also for sentimental
reasons. Happily, by then, the "Virginia Feinale Institute- had long since been re-named "Stuart
Hall" as a non-profit institution. It eventually became co-ed and continues to thrive.
In 1987 the grandson returned to Laurel Hill. During the preceding thirty years the
monument had begun to settle and the lettering on it's facing was badly weathered. It was surrounded
by broken beer and soft drink bottles and the historical plaque had been vandalized and broken in
two.
The grandson called on Mr. James Zinck, superintendent of, the National Park Service for the
Fredericksburg, Spottsylvania, Wilderness and ChancelIorsviIle Battlefields. Mr. Zinck was quite
aw~e of thC problem but regretted that the Park Service had no funds for such maintenance.
However, he very kindly mailed a "laundry list" of needed repairs with estimated cost. 'l'he grandson
and other descendants made the necessary funds available and the refurbishment was promptly carried
out.
Today. there is a new historical plaque which states that Col. Phelps was the leader of the
final phase of the ill-fated charge. Thus, over a century after that eventful day, The Colonel becomes
a permanent footnote in history.
Had the unknown Confederate rifleman been a better shot, that bright Sunday morning in
May, The Colonel's story would have ended on a little plot of unmarked earth at Laurel Hill.

In 1994 the colonel's granddaughter, in culling through her storage. found a well preserved
2 in. x 4. in tulliength 1864 photograph of him in uniform. The old photograph. surprisingly, was
quite suitable for substantial enlargement. So finally, there is now a face to go with the thirty-one
year old colonel of infantry as he rides into battle.
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WOODWARD HALL DEDICATED.
Impressive Exercises at St. John's Commencement at Annapolis
Special to The New York Times

were J. Wirt Randall, James M. Munroe, Prof. Marshall Oliver, ex-Judge D. R. Magruder,

•

Charles G. Feldmeyer, and Blanchard Randall.

IHenry Williams Woodward was a brother of William Woodward, of Baltimore, and ofRignal Duckett
Woodward and Jane Maria (Woodward) Baldwin (Mrs. William Henry Baldwin, Sr.), both of Millersville, among
other siblings, all of whom were the children of Henry ("Captain Harry") Woodward and Eleanor (Williams) Turner
Woodward, of Woodwards Inclosure at Waterbury and Warfields Plains at Millersville, Anne Arundel County,
Maryland.

Delegates, and four Judges of the Maryland courts.
'Henry Williams Woodward, who was a native of Maryland, was a student in the

the Naval Academy, Mayor Edwin A. Seidewitz of Annapolis, James T. Woodward,
Reginald [sic] Woodward, William Woodward of New York2, Judge Woodward3 of the
2Nephew of James Thomas Woodward and son of William Woodward, "Sr.", both of New York. Grandson
of Henry Williams Woodward. James Thomas Woodward, first, and later his nephew were both benefactors of and
members of the Board of Visitors ofSt. John's College in the generations which preceded the creation, during the
1930s, at St. John's College in Annapolis, Maryland, of its (later) "Great Books" Program under Stringfellow Barr.
Another graduate of (old) St. John's College who served as a Visitor of the College (at the same time as the New

York Woodwards) was Baltimore Attorney Bruner Rollin Anderson, who, while not himself a Woodward
descendant, had multiple relatives of the Woodwardville line of Wood wards descended from Thomas Woodward.
3"Judge Woodward" was the late Henry Woodward, "Sr." (son of the late Rignal Duckett Woodward by his
first wife, Elizabeth (Hardesty) Woodward), of Abington farm at Millersville, Anne Arundel County, Maryland.
Both the father and the son (as well as William Henry Baldwin, Sr., before them, and Lemon Beall, Sr., of
Davidsonville, Maryland (married Anna Regina (Anderson) Tucker, daughter of Absalom (III) and Louisa Priscilla
(Woodward) Anderson), after them) had all served as Chief Judges of Anne Arundel County's probate court, still
today called the "Orphans Court". Thus, Judge Henry Woodward (whose wife was the late Margaret Anderson,
likewise a Woodward descendant, daughter of Richard ("Bud") Anderson and Sophia Hall (Woodward) Anderson,
of Whites Hall fann near today's Crofton, Anne Arundel County, Maryland) was a full brother of the above misnamed "Reginald" (actually Rignal) Thomas Woodward, of New York (then and for many years a partner in the
Woodward Baldwin & Co., cotton factors and merchants of Baltimore and New York Cities and other places). The
above named "William Woodward of New York" was, of course, a grandson of Henry Williams Woodward, and
son of his , ate namesake father, William Woodward, "Sr.", likewise of New York and brother of James ("Bachelor
Jim") Thomas Woodward (both likewise present on the "Speakers' stand" at the dedication of Woodward Hall in
memory ofJames's late father) who had purchased the Hanover Bank in New York City as well as the historic
Belair horse fann and mansion at Bowie and/or Collington in Prince George's County, Maryland (both of which
were later "inherited" by his only nephew, William Woodward, "Jr.").
Henry Williams Woodward (July 30, 1803 to October 14, 1841), probably interred in the Cemetery of the
Baldwin Memorial United Methodist Church at Severn Cross Roads, Millersville, Anne Arundel County, Maryland)
died in Stewart County, Georgia. He had been an early student at St. John's College. He had also once been a Sunday
School teacher at the original Cross Roads Church Sunday School. Since his first wife (who had predeceased him)
was the late Sarah (Gambrill) Woodward, and since Sarah had a brother, Launcelot Gambrill, who had become "a
prosperous Georgia cotton broker" (Tracy Matthew Melton, Plantation to Mill: The Gambrill Family in Maryland
History, Gateway Press, Inc., 2007, page 81), the possibility exists that, soon before his untimely and pre-mature
death, Henry Williams Woodward might have relocated, for work in the "cotton business", to the "cotton" growing
areas of either or both South Carolina and/or Georgia. By the time of his death, Henry Williams Woodward had
married (February 24, 1835) his second wife, Episcopalian born and bred, with an English background, Mary Edge
Webb (granddaughter ofIsaac Magruder of Turkey Thicket in Prince George's County, Maryland, and his wife,
Sophia Baldwin, a descendant of John Baldwin the Quaker, of the South River, Anne Arundel County "line" of
Baldwins, and who also was descended from Mareen Duvall of Middle Plantation). By this second marriage, Henry
Williams Woodward had sired two sons prior to his death, the above mentioned William Woodward, "Sr.", and
James Thomas Woodward, with the possibility that the mother and her two sons continued to live, for awhile, at
least, in the old Woodward home that was located on the northeast comer of the Old Severn Cross Roads
intersection, and which is depicted in the photograph which appears on page 18 of Mrs. Hundley's The Woodward
Family of Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties, Maryland 1703 - 1850 A Revised Genealogy (2006) (by The
Grassland Foundation, Inc.).
One story about this family, which "survives the years", is that when, about 1838, the "final separation"
occurred between the two Church congregations which would become, respectively, the Episcopalians who relocated
to what became St. Stephens Church (Severn Parish), at Crownsville, on the one hand, and the Methodists who
remained at the Cross Roads Methodist Episcopal (today's Baldwin Memorial United Methodist) Church, where the
"first" or "union" Cross Roads Church had been constructed in 1817, on the other hand, Mrs. Mary Edge Woodward
(whose father, James Webb, had come to the United States from London, England, in April, 1800) is reported to have
stated, in a broad English accent, "Leave the Church of England? I will ~
leave the Church of England!" And
she meant what she said, because she took her two sons, with herself, to the then new St. Stephens Church, where
they worshiped together until the two sons later relocated to New York City, and the Widow Woodward continued as
a "mainstay" at St. Stephens Church (to which her wealthy bachelor son, James Thomas Woodward, contributed,
possibly "saving" that then small country Church fmancially during the difficult days toward the end of the
Nineteenth and the early part of the Twentieth centuries. Funds for the construction of the old Parish Hall,

Baldwin of Baltimore, Richard Baldwin of Waterbury, Md., Gen. John Gill, Gen. George H,.
Stuart, Pay Director T. T. Caswell, Medical Director T. C. Walton, the Rev. Joseph P.
McComas, and the Rev. G. W. Dame.4

Woodward Hall, were donated by James Thomas Woodward, in memory of his mother, who is interred at St.
Stephens. (Interestingly, it was Mrs. Mary Edge (Webb) Woodward's then widowed New York daughter-in-law,
Sarah Abigail (Rodman) Woodward (Mrs. William Woodward, "Sr."), who was prevailed upon (by the late Mrs.
. Miriam (Baldwin) Cooke, daughter of Richard and Sophronia Jane (Furlong) Baldwin, of Spring Hill farm, at
Waterbury, Anne Arundel County, Maryland) to, and she did, donate to the then fairly new Stone Sanctuary (1896)
of the Baldwin Memorial United Methodist Church the lovely Tiffany window, depicting the Virgin Mary, which
occupies \nost of the "front" of the Stone Church, and which window had originally been designed for erection and
installation in the New York City Episcopal Cathedral of the Incarnation in memory of William Woodward, "Sr.",
but which, for some reason, was never there installed.
In the meantime, Henry Williams Woodward's only daughter by his first marriage, Juliet (Woodward)
Leakin (who had married Professor Phil More Leakin, the school professor who became the Principal ofthe nearby
Anne Arundel Academy), continued to reside (along with her maiden aunt, Miss Rachel Woodward) at the old
Woodward home at Severn Cross Roads, "across the street" from the RawlingslMarsden home called Warjields
Plains/Brotherton, where this family, along with their cousins, including other Woodwards, the Baldwins, and the
Rawlingses were all "mainstays" in the Methodist communion at Severn Cross Roads. Henry Williams Woodward's
"second family" ultimately relocated to the family farm called Edgewood at Severn, Anne Arundel County,
Maryland, a 500 acre, more or less, "spread" which included a sprawling 19th century Victorian-style home, that had
been inherited by the second Mrs. Henry Williams Woodward. See the article A Rich and Tragic Family by Robert
Louis Benson which appears in the January, 2000, issue of Anne Arundel County History Notes by the Ann Arundell
County Historical Society. Despite the ownership by his widow of Edgewood, it appears that Henry Williams
Woodward himself died somewhat mired in debt. Susan Braudy, This Crazy Thing Called Love (Alfred A. Knopf,
New York, 1992), page 48 (without citation, but possibly using a Baldwin family historian, Mary Baldwin Baer, of
Annapolis, Maryland, as her source).

4Who was the Protestant Episcopal minister grandson-in-Iaw of the late Joshua Soule Rawlings (the
Baltimore area Methodist layman who was, for many y~ars, the owner of the Brotherton/Warjields Plains
homestead, at Severn Cross Roads, Millersville, Anne Arundel County, which includes the 2.01 acre "comer" that is
today improved by the relocated/restored Charles W. Baldwin Hall that was formerly the Cross Roads Methodist
Episcopal Church of 1861 as well as the Reconstructed 1840s era Sunday School and One Room (two story) School
House that was rebuilt from scratch at this site in 1999-2000). Joshua Soule Rawlings was a son of Mary Catherine
Woodward (a daughter of Captain Henry ("Harry") Woodward and Eleanor (Williams) Turner Woodward, who was
the widow of Richard Warfield Turner. The Reverend George W. Dame had married Lula Marsden (a
granddaughter of Joshua Soule Rawlings by his daughter, Katherine Rawlings Marsden (Mrs. Charles T. Marsden),
of Baltimore). The Dame/Marsden marriage, however, later ended in divorce, and Mrs. Dame died in West Palm
Beach, Florida, on March 18, 1938. Her former husband may have survived her in the same Florida jurisdiction as
that of his former wife. Mrs. Dame was survived by her sister, Katherine Marsden Disbrow (Mrs. Harold Ball
Disbrow), of New Jersey; and the two Marsden daughters/sisters were the last private owners of the old Warfields
Plains homestead" before the same was acquired, in a somewhat "short lived" trust that was originally conceived to
try to save and restore the old Warfield home, by the late Summerfield Baldwin, Jr. By the late 1950s, the old home
stood forlorn, unoccupied, and was in a bad state of repair, at which time the trust was able to negotiate a sale of the
real estate to The Baldwin Memorial United Methodist Church, which used the site as an auxiliary parking lot until

it was sold by the Church in the early 1980s to The Severn Cross Roads Foundation, Inc., soon before Charles W.
Baldwin Hall was relocated to that site. The Nehring family were the last occupants/renters ofthe old Warfield
home before it was tom down in the early 1960s by the Church. Among other earlier tenants (during the early or
mid-1920s) was the family of Archie Wilson (which later owned and occupied the peach farm at the head of
Baltimore Hill at Waterbury). For many years, one of Joshua Soule Rawlings's unmarried sisters, the late Miss
Frances ("Fannie") J. Rawlings, lived at the old home (a picture of "Miss Fanny" is on display in the Richard E.
Waters Bible Class and History Room of the Baldwin Memorial United Methodist Church's Summerfield Baldwin,
Jr. Educational Building).
Another occupant of the old Warfield home for many years was this annotator's bachelor Great Uncle,
Samuel Woodward (II) Anderson (so named in memory of his late uncle of the same name who had been badly
wounded, fighting as part of Company "C", Second Maryland Infantry Battalion, Confederate, at the Battle of
Gettysburg, and who subsequently died as a result of his wounds at the Howards Grove Hospital, at Richmond,
Virginia). Samuel Woodward (II) Anderson was a son ofthe late William Henry Anderson, Sr., and Sarah Elizabeth
(Scrivener) Anderson, his wife (whose family lived, for a number of years, at, first, the old Woodward home shown
on page It of The Woodward Family of Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties, Maryland, 1703-1850 A
Revised Genealogy by Patricia Reynolds Hundley (2006 by The Grassland Foundation, Inc.); and, later, ·at
Brooksbys Point (the old Marriott/Sewell homestead located on and off the Old General's Highway (Md. Rte. No.
178), near Old Don-'s Comer at the "Head of the Severn", Millersville, Anne Arundel County, Maryland. Samuel
Woodward (II) Anderson was the oldest grandson of Absalom (III) Anderson and Louisa Priscilla (Woodward)
Anderson, his wife. Samuel Woodward (II) Anderson had the medical condition in his back which is called
Kyphosus, which left him somewhat humpbacked. For many years he loyally served the Rawlings family at
Warfields Plains as their "live in" major domo, "high steward", valet, and/or driver, he often meeting or taking
them, for transportation, at or to one or another of the local train stations of what became the W.B. & A. Electric
Railroad Company, driving them either to or from the home to the train station on their way to and from their
primary residences in Baltimore City/County. At the Cora Anderson History Room today is an entire collection of
post cards and other correspondence received by "Uncle Sam" from the Rawlingses pertaining to such matters.
Therefore, this annotator has a "mental picture" in his mind of his great uncle driving, by horse and buggy,
one or more of the Rawlingses and/or their Woodward cousins from the Severn Cross Roads community to the
railroad station on the early morning of June 19, 1900, as the "whole community" might have boarded the train that
morning in order to arrive at the S1, John's College campus in time for the dedication of the Henry Williams
Woodward Hall. Henry Williams Woodward was an uncle of Joshua Soule Rawlings and his siblings. Henry
Williams Woodward once lived "across the street" (the Old General's Highway) from Joshua Soule Rawlings and
family, and Joshua Soule Rawlings, Sr., was also a first cousin of the late Summerfield Baldwin, Sr. (and the two
first cousins very much resembled each other in physical appearance).
Joshua Soule Rawlings, Sr. (born March 20, 1839, at Warfields Plains) was so named after Joshua Soule
(1781-1867), an early American Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church who, following the "division" of the
Church in 1844 over the issue of slavery, became part of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and he died in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Joshua Soule Rawlings, and his siblings, were the children of James Rawlings, of (originally) Mt. Tabor at
Chesterfield (near the head of the South River), where James's father, also named Joshua Rawlings, and his
grandfather, Francis Rawlings, Sr., had owned a farm. These Rawlingses, therefore, undoubtedly were among the
early families at the head of the South River which formed one of the early Methodist congregations which
originally worshiped at the Bicknell home and which evolved into the Mt. Tabor Methodist Church which survived,
as part of the Old Severn Circuit, until the time of the First World War (when it closed, with many in its surviving
congregation relocating to the nearby Baldwin Memorial United Methodist Church).
Biographies of Joshua Soule Rawlings (father and son of the same name, including photographs of them)
and of Mrs. Mary Katherine Marsden, appear in the biographical Volume IV of the several volume 1925
Tercentenary History of Maryland that was compiled by Henry Fletcher Powell (published by The S. S. Clarke
Publishing Company). However, the most comprehensive genealogy of the Rawlings family, which "lays out"
exactly how Joshua Soule Rawlings and his siblings were related to members of the Baldwin family (who had

intermarried with several Rawlingses) appears in Volume III of George Norbury Mackenzie'slNelson
Osgood
Rhoades's (1920s) multi-volume Colonial Families of the United States of America (an "electronic version" of
which is today available "on the web"), pages 437 through 443, inclusive.
Thus, Francis Rawlings, Sr. (great grandfather of Joshua Soule Rawlings, Sr.) was the son of John
Rawlings and Eleanor (Ridgely) Rawlings. Francis Rawlings's wife was Laurana (probably Richardson), and it was
their son, a second Gunior) Francis Rawlings (brother of the grandfather of Joshua Soule Rawlings), who married
the Sarah Hall who (as the widow of Francis Rawlings, Jr.) married, as his second wife, Lieutenant Henry Baldwin
(father ofWilJiam Henry Baldwin, Sr.). Sarah Rawlings (daughter of Francis Rawlings, Sr., and Laurana
(Richardson) Rawlings) married James Baldwin (brother of Lieut. Henry Baldwin). For descendants of this last
mentioned Baldwin couple, see, inter alia, The Woodward Family of Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties,
Maryland 1703 - 1850 A Revised Genealogy (2006) by Patricia Reynolds Hundley !by The Grassland Foundation,
Inc.); and the genealogical contribution or supplement by the late Francis Barnum Culver to Charles Gambrill
Baldwin's (1943) Lift and Public Addresses of Juliet Sewell Baldwin.
The father of James Rawlings was an earlier Joshua Rawlings, and James's mother was Elizabeth
(Mantell)'Lusby (widow of Baldwin Lusby, who was probably a lineal descendant of John Baldwin "the Quaker" of
"the South River line" of Bald wins).
Samuel Woodward (II) Anderson, the RawIingses' major domo, "high steward", valet, and/or driver at
Warfields Plains/Brotherton, was himself a "member" of the "cadet", or junior most, branch of the Woodwards of
Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties, Maryland (which, for generations, had resided at Woodwardville, in
the Great Fork of the Patuxent River, in Western Anne Arundel County next to the Andersons and other old
families, such as the Waterses, with whom they had intermarried), a direct lineal descendant of Thomas Woodward,
the youngest son of Abraham Woodward, Sr., and his second wife, Priscilla (Ruley) Orrick Woodward, of
Woodwards Inclosure at Baltimore Hill, Waterbury, Anne Arundel County, Maryland. He, and many others, too,
are also in direct descent from Francis Bealmear, Sr., and Elizabeth Bealmear, his only wife, of (originally) Ralpho
(near Holy Trinity Church at Collington in Prince George's County, Maryland, along the Prince George's County
"side" of the Patuxent River and close to what was known as "Bealmear's Bridge"). Francis Bealmear, Sr., is in
direct descent from one of the "Jamestown originals" (of Jamestown, Virginia), John Chew, Sr. But what has never
been resolved is the maiden name of Elizabeth Bealmear (wife of Francis Bealmear, Sr.). Several "candidates" have
been suggested: that she was a Brewer (an old family into which later Bealmears did intermarry) or, possibly, the
Beckwiths (an early Prince George's County, Maryland, Catholic family some of whose members, like some ofthe
Bealmears, relocated to Kentucky where the two families did intermarry). However, it has now been disproved that
Elizabeth Bealmear's maiden name was either Brewer or Beckwith; instead, and for several reasons, it stands out
that her maiden name might have been Turner. The Turners of Collington were the original owners of the tract
Ralpho; in fact, at his death, Francis Bealmear, Sr., died still owning at least part of Raipho, and it is known that
both the Turners and the Bealmears were early communicants (even "pew holder(s)") at the "chapel of ease" which
later became Holy Trinity Church. Several Bealmears are interred in the cemetery of that Church. Philip Turner, of
Ralpho, who had served as an Ensign in the American Army of the Revolution, had married Rachel Warfield (only
daughter of Richard Warfield and his second wife, Sarah Gambrill). Warfields Plains, at the Severn Cross Roads in
Anne Arundel County, had been inherited by Richard Warfield Turner (Rachel (Warfield) Turner's son). Richard
Warfield Turner married Eleanor Williams (daughter of Colonel Thomas Williams and Rachel (Duckett) Williams,
of Prince George's County, Maryland). Following the death of Colonel Williams, Richard Warfield Turner had
married Eleanor Williams, who was the daughter of his step mother, Rachel Duckett Williams. Following the death
of Richard Warfield Turner, his wife and widow, Eleanor (Williams) Turner, married, as her second husband,
Henry ("Captain Harry") Woodward, of Woodwards Inclosure at Baltimore Hill and Waterbury, Anne Arundel
County, Maryland. The only son, Thomas Williams Turner, of Eleanor (Williams) Turner Woodward by her first
husband, Richard Warfield Turner, had inherited Warfields Plains (subject to debts, however), and it was he who
(a) donated the "original Church lot" at Severn Cross Roads to the Trustees of the very first, or "union", Church of
1817 at the Cross Roads; and (b) sold what became Bunker Hill Farm (ofthe Baldwins) to William Henry Baldwin,
Sr. (who had married Jane Maria Woodward, sister ofWiUiam Woodward, Henry Williams Woodward, and Rignal
Duckett Woodward, among other siblings). Before 1817, however, to wit, on October 10, 1812, in a ceremony

which is reported in the Maryland Gazette newspaper of October 17, 1812, to have occurred "at the Head of
Severn", Francis Bealmear, Jr. married "Miss Sarah Warfield". Major Francis Bealmear, Jr., was the son of Francis
Bealmear, Sr. and Elizabeth, his wife. The first wife of Francis Bealmear, Jr., who had previously died, was
Elizabeth Anderson (daughter ofLt. Absolom (I) Anderson by his second wife, Ann Wheeler), and Elizabeth
(Anderson) Bealmear was the mother of all of the children of Francis Bealmear, Jr., who survived childhood. The
second wife of Francis Bealmear, Jr., Sarah Davis Warfield (whom he married October 10, 1812, at the Head of the
Severn), was a granddaughter of James Anderson, Sr. (who had married Lydia Meek, of the Meek family at
Waterbury) by their daughter, Sarah Anderson, who had married Thomas Warfield, of Lugg Ox near present day
Crofton, Anne Arundel County. Thomas Warfield was the son of Joshua and Ruth (Davis) Warfield, closely related
to the "main line" Warfields at fairly nearby Warfields Plains at the Severn Cross Roads.
So - when, on October 10, 1812, widower Francis Bealmear, Jr., married Miss Sarah Davis Warfield "at
the Head of the Severn", at what location did such wedding occur? The first, or "union", church at the Severn Cross
Roads had not yet then been erected, and the old Severn (or Hammonds) Chapel on Severn Chapel Road at
Waterbury (which preceded the "union" church at Severn Cross Roads) had "blown down" and was completely
destroyed during a storm which occurred on Whitsunday in 1807, according to the published history of St. Stephens
Church and Severn Parish.
Therefore, it is the belief and opinion of this annotator that the logical place for the Warfield - Bealmear
wedding of October 10, 1812, was the old Warfields Plains homestead at Severn Cross Roads, at which were living
close relatives and family members of both the bride and the groom. Ifhe is correct about the foregoing, such
increases the likelihood that the mother of Francis Bealmear, Jr. was Elizabeth (Turner). More work on this subject
needs to be done.
Related to this annotator by his late Great Uncle Albert R. Anderson, Sr., toward the end of his life, are the
following "stories" pertaining to and about Warjields Plains/Brotherton by, or involving, Albert's oldest brother,
Samuel Woodward (II) Anderson:
(a) Tile "Parable oCtile Fishes (but What Happened to the Loaves?)":
The "boys" would bring a catch
of fish from the Severn River to Miss Fannie Rawlings, who maintained a strict hierarchy about such matters: The
"fish heads" went to Uncle Sam, the "tails" went to "Aunt Dilly" (the "live in" cook of mixed Negro/American
Indian ancestry, called "the Wesorts", who resided in an old cabin located behind the main home), while the edible
"mid sections" of the fish were retained and consumed by Miss Fanny.
(b) "The Methodist Hunting Invitation to Holy Communion"
: The "boys" were hunting at and near
Severn Cross Roads, possibly in the company of the then local Methodist minister-in-charge, when the rabbit or
squirrel they were hunting quickly "high tailed" it when spotted by the hunters, one of whom thereupon yelled out
the proverbial invitation to Holy Communion revised, as follows: "The Lord Giveth, and the Lord Taketh; Go, you
furry tailed********** [stream of profanity], and as you go, may others of your kind come in your place!"

A PARTIAL PEDIGREE OF DESCENDANTS OF WILLIAM
WOODWARD, OF BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
More than fifty years ago, the late Cora Woodward (Anderson) DuLaney recorded,
from conversations which she had with co-members, with her, of the Ann Arundel Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, at Waterbury, Crownsville, Anne Arundel County,
Maryland, the following partial pedigree of the descendants of William Woodward, of
Baltimore, Maryland (the oldest son of Henry (Captain Harry) Woodward and Eleanor
(Williams) Turner Woodward, his wife, of Woodwards Inclosure at Waterbury and
Warfields Plains at Severn Cross Roads, Millersville, Anne Arundel County, Maryland.
Those '4'ho contributed their knowledge to Mrs. DuLaney were close family members of the
subject of this pedigree. It is not complete, not "up to date'" and dates and some other
details, as weil, are abbreviated and/or incomplete, but it may represent the most complete
pedigree for this somewhat "senior" line of the Woodward family that has been published
to date. Mrs. DuLaney's notes about this particular line of the Woodwards has been
supplemented by data furnished recently by Ms. C. Deirdre Phelps (daughter of Southwick
Phelps, who resides in Massachusetts) for which we are indebted. This particular William
Woodward is credited with having been the founding member of the firm which ultimately
evolved into the Woodward, Baldwin & Co., a leading nineteenth and early twentieth
century firm of cotton brokers, factors, and manufacturers in the United States, with offices
in Baltimore, New York, and elsewhere.
William Woodward, of Henry
born 1801, died 1896
married 1830 Virginia Burneston, of West River, Anne Arundel County, Maryland
Issue:
Harry? Woodward (died young)
Ann Virginia Woodward (died unmarried)
Louise Woodward, married Daniel Cloud
Issue (Cloud):
Virginia Cloud (a poetess)
William Woodward Cloud, married Mary Dashiell (no issue)
Louise Cloud, born 1896 (?), died 1911, married Mr. Reid of New York; 2 children)
Daniel Cloud, Jr., died unmarried
Mary Cloud, died unmarried
Waring Cloud, a resident of Ohio.
Martha ("Mattie") Woodward
married JUdge Charles E. Phelps, Brigadier General, U.S. Army, and later a
Congressman from Baltimore City and Judge of the Supreme Bench of the City of

Baltimore; born Guilford, Windham County, Vermont, May 1, 1833; died Walbrook,
Baltimore, Maryland, December 27,1908, interred in Woodlawn Cemetery, Baltimore,
Md.
Issue (Phelps):
Charles E. Phelps, Jr., Civil Engineer, Chief Engineer of the Baltimore Electrical
Commission, married Maude Thelin
William Woodward Phelps, Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy (born Baltimore, Md., Nov. 26,
1869, in Baltimore, Md.; died May 11, 1938; graduate, United States Naval Academy,
1889, retired after a distinguished Naval career, including service as commanding
officer of the New York Naval District and of the Navy Yard in Brooklyn) (for further
service details, see Who's Who in America); married April 25, 1899, Susie Kent
Southwick, of Brooklyn, New York (daughter of John C. and Ella M. Southwick)
Issue (Phelps):
Constance Phelps, born 1900, died 1928
Lt. Woodward Phelps, U. S. Marines, born Nov. 5,1901 in New York, N. Y., died
September, 1930, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard
(Admiral Phelps and his wife and one of their two sons, Lt. Woodward Phelps, Sr., and
their grandson, Woodward Phelps, Jr., are interred at the United States Naval Academy
Cemetery, Annapolis, Maryland.)
Southwick Phelps, born Aug. 18, 1910, in New Rochelle, New York
John Phelps, Attorney, Baltimore City, Maryland, whose biography appears in Volume
IV (the "biographical volume) of Tercentenary History of Maryland, compiled by Henry
Fletcher Powell (by The S.J. Clarke Publishing Company, 1925), married a Miss Turner,
of Texas

Martha ("Mattie") Phelps married Colonel Eckleston Barnett, and had Dr. Charles
Phelps Barnett, M.D. (pathologist) (born Sept. 19, 1913, in Baltimore, Md., died in
Damariscotta, Maine, on August 30, 1998) (emeritus director of the Department of
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine at Warren Hospital, Phillipsburg, New Jersey), who
was survived by his wife of 48 years and widow, the former Martha O'Brien, a son, four
daughters, and thirteen grandchildren

William Woodward, Jr., married a Miss Hopkins (undoubtedly related to the family of
Johns Hopkins, the Baltimore philanthropist), by whom there might have been at least
one daughter: the late Miss Daisy Woodward, who was a friend and companion of the
late daughter, Miss Maria Baldwin, of the Reverend Charles Winterfield Baldwin, D.O.,

late daughter, Miss Maria Baldwin, of the Reverend Charles Winterfield Baldwin, D.O.,
Methodist clergyman and District Superintendent, Baltimore Annual Conference (whose
own late mother, Annie C. Hopkins, was also a Hopkins), and who was a frequent
visitor at the home of the late Dr. Baldwin and his daughter, Maria, Dundridge Oaks on
Indian Landing Road at Millersville, Anne Arundel County, Maryland; the two ladies
frequently attending Sunday School and/or Church together at the Baldwin Memorial
United Methodist Church as late as the post-World War II period (before both of these
two unmarried apparently "double cousins" subsequently died)
Alice Woodward, married a Judge Cook, of Front Royal, Virginia, of which union
apparently two children were born (including a daughter, Virginia Cook)

"William Woodward officially retired from Woodward, Baldwin & Co. in 1881.
However, his retirement from active participation probably occurred in 1873, and in 1877
he received his last payment from the Firm he had helped to found. In the same year,
1877, William Woodward, after decades of prosperity, was forced to auction his house and
its furnishings in order to pay his many debts. So financially pressed was he in the late
1860s and in the 1870s that his partner nephews feared greatly for the honor and solvency
of Woodward, Baldwin & Co .

.

"In his prosperous days William Woodward was the Director of several of
Baltimore's banks as well as an investor in her industries, especially in the many cotton
mills which were being built in the 1840s and 1850s. Like Talbot Jones before him, William
Woodward was a pillar of St. Peter's Protestant Episcopal Church. In 1896 he celebrated
fifty years of close connection with its Sunday School. In that same year William Woodward
died, his active and useful life crowned by the existence and success of the Firm which still
bears his name." Mary Baldwin Baer and John Wilbur Baer, A History of Woodward,
Baldwin & Co. (Pridemark Press, Baltimore, Md., 1977), page 9.
Unlike several nephews of his whom the foregoing William Woodward was
responsible for bringing into the Woodward, Baldwin & Co. firm, none of Founder William
Woodward's own lineal descendants remained with, or joined, the firm (other than sons
Thomas Woodward and William Woodward, "Jr.", both of whom were briefly associated
with the firm).

William Woodward, of Baltimore, with Several of His
Daughters and Nephew Business Partners, C~rca1860s
Photogr~ph Courtesy of Dr. C. Deirdre Phelps

From left to right, first row (seated): Daughters Alice (Woodward)
Cook, Anne Virginia Woodward, William Woodward of Baltimore, and
Frances ("Fannie") (Cugle) Baldwin (the first Mrs. Summerfield
Baldwin,Sr.); second row (standing): Nephews Summerfield Baldwin,
Sr., William Henry Baldwin, Jr., and Daughter Martha ("Mattie")
(Woodward) Phelps (Mrs. Charles Edward Phelps) (born May 1, 1833,
died December 17, 1908) (Identifications by the late Attorney William
Woodward Baldwin, Grand Nephew of William Woodward of Baltimore,
as identified in 1910 on an identical framed copy of this photograph at
the Baldwins' Severn Cross Roads, Millersville, Anne Arundel County,
Maryland, homestead, Bunker Hill).

